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BT-3/D-21 43017
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS–I

Paper–CE 201E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : All questions carry equal marks. Attempt any five
questions by selecting at least one question from each
Unit. If necessary, assume, suitable data and specify the
same. Figures to the right indicate full marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) The shear force acting on a beam of an I-section with
unequal flanges is 50 kN. The section is having Top
Flange as 200 mm × 50 mm ; Web as 200 mm × 50 mm
and Bottom Flange as 130 mm × 50 mm. Draw the
shear stress distribution diagram over the depth of the
section. [14]

(b) Derive the torsional formulation by describing its
assumptions. [06]

2. (a) A solid circular bar 25 m long and 120 mm was found
to be extended 1.2 mm under tensile load of 52 kN.
Now the same bar is used as a strut. Determine the
critical load and safe load taking FOS as 3 with the end
conditions as (i) Both ends fixed and (ii) One end fixed
and other end hinged. [14]

(b) Derive for the Euler's buckling load for a strut having
one end fixed and other end free. [06]
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UNIT–II

3. (a) Draw Shear Force Diagram and Bending Moment
Diagram for the beam shown in Fig. 1. [14]

Fig. 1

(b) Derive the relation between the loading intensity, shear
force and bending moment. [06]

4. A parabolic three hinge arch having span 20 m and central
rise 4 m carries UDL of intensity 20 kN/m for half of the
span. Both the supports considered to be at same level.
Analyses the arch for the support reactions and determine
the normal thrust and radial shear at a section 5 m from the
left support.

UNIT–III

5. Determine the rotation at the support A and calculate the
deflection at D of the beam shown in Fig. 2 by using moment
area method. Assume EI constant for the beam length.

Fig. 2
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6. A simply supported beam of 8m length loaded as shown in
the Fig. 3. Find the deflection under each load. Take
E = 210 GPa and 1 = 180 × 106 mm4.

Fig. 3

UNIT–IV

7. Analyze the truss shown in Fig. 4 for member forces.

Fig. 4

8. Differentiate between Joint Method and section method with
the help of suitable examples. Explain types of
indeterminacies observed in truss structures with suitable
examples.
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BT-3/D-21 43018
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL & DRAWING

Paper–CE-203 E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting atleast one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. List the types of shallow foundation. Also, describe the

suitability each type with the help of neat sketch. (20)

2. How is stone masonry classified? Give safe permissible loads

on any four types of stone masonry. Also describe various

defects in stone masonry. (20)

UNIT–II

3. What is damp-proofing? Describe the defects and causes of

dampness in detail. Also explain water proofing treatment

of roofs. (20)

4. Explain various types of composite floors with neat sketches.

Also define a flat roof and mention its advantages and

disadvantages. (20)
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UNIT–III

5. Explain the classification of stones. Also explain the process

of quarring, blasting and sorting of stones, dressing, sawing

and polishing in detail. (20)

6. Explain the classification of lime. What is the process of

manufacturing of lime. Also explain the testing of lime and

the storage of lime. (20)

UNIT–IV

7. Explain the polymerization and its classifications in detail.

Also explain the special varieties of it. (20)

8. Explain mortar and properties of a good mortar. List uses of

plywood and fibre board. (20)
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BT-3/D-21 43019
INTRODUCTION TO FLUID MECHANICS

Paper : CE-203A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

Assume any missing data.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Distinguish between specific weight and specific mass

and ideal and real fluids with an example. 7.5

(b) A jet of water issuing to the atmosphere from an orifice

is 3 mm thick. Find the pressure inside the jet. 7.5

2. (a) Derive Continuity Equation in the differential form used

in fluid mechanics. 7.5

(b) Determine the stream function for the following velocity

field u = 2y and v = –2x and plot the stream lines.

7.5

UNIT–II

3. (a) Express pressure intensity of 8.5 Kgf/cm in all possible

pressure units. 7.5

(b) Eleborate working of a two liquid manometer with a

neat sketch. 7.5

43019/00/KD/770 [P.T.O.



4. (a) Obtain an expression of total pressure on an inclined

plane surface. 7.5

(b) A cube of side a and relative density S floats in water,

determine the condition for its stability if it is given an

angular lift. 7.5

UNIT–III

5. Derive Bernoulli's equation using Euler's equation when

flow is steady but may not be irrotational. 15

6. (a) Differentiate between Venturimeler and Orificemeter in

a tabular form. 7.5

(b) A river 30 m wide and, 3 m deep has a mean velocity

of 1.3 m per second. Find the height of weir to raise

the water level by 1.1 m. 7.5

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain three types of boundary layer thicknesses with

formulae. 7.5

(b) What do you understand by separation of boundary

layer. Discuss methods of controlling it. 7.5

8. (a) The time period T of water surface waves is known to

depend on the wave length . depth of flow D, density

of the fluid , acceleration due to gravity g and surface

tension . Obtain the dimensionless form of functional

relationship. 7.5

(b) What do you understand by physical modeling.

Explain the design procedure to prepare a distorted

river model. 7.5

43019/00/KD/770 2
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BT-3/D-21 43020
SURVEYING–I
Paper–CE-207E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit. Assume any missing data. All questions
carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Write down all type of correction in chain or tape and
elaborate. (20)

2. A compass traverse ABCD was run clock wise and following
bearing were taken determine the local attraction and correct
bearing by both methods (i.e. Included angle and Error
Computation Methods). (20)

Line F.B. B.B. Line F.B. B.B.

AB 80°45' 260°0' CD 240°15' 60°15'

BC 130°30' 311°35' DA 290°30' 110°10'

UNIT–II

3. The following reading was taken : 1.185, 2.604, 1.925, 2.305,
1.155, 0.864, 1.105, 1.685, 1.215, 1.545, and 0.605. The
instrument was shifted after 2, 6 and 9th reading. First point
is benchmark with an RL = 185.685 m find RL of each
point by both the methods (i.e. Height of instrument method
and Rise and Fall method). Apply suitable check and also
draw the profile diagram. (20)
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4. (a) Explain the two-point problem with neat diagram.
(10)

(b) Write the classification of direct levelling. (10)

UNIT–III

5. Explain repetition and reiteration method of measuring
horizontal angle by a theodolite. Write about its usefulness
also. (20)

6. (a) Explain various method of adjusting the traverse in
brief. Provide required equation. (10)

(b) Write down the methods which is generally used for
the measurement of the angles in a theodolite traverse.

(10)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Discuss the transition curves and what are the
requirements of transition curves. (10)

(b) What do you understand by vertical curve and also
write down the necessity and types of vertical curves.

(10)

8. (a) Describe the classification of the circular curve. Name
the various parts of the circular curve with neat sketch.

(10)

(b) Define the following :

(i) Vertical curve.

(ii) Gradient.

(iii) Length of vertical curve.

(iv) Rate of change of grade. (2½×4=10)
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BT-3/D-21 43021
ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

Paper : CE-209E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt any five questions. Selecting at least one from

each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Define the word geology and explain its importance in

civil engineering projects. (15)

(b) Write a short on interior of Earth. (5)

2. (a) How internal and external geological forces causing

changes and our responsible for erosion of earth

surface. (15)

(b) Discuss about the soil profile and its importance. (5)

UNIT–II

3. (a) What are rocks write in detail about the classification

of rocks. (12)

(b) Differentiate between igneous and Metamorphic rock.

(8)

4.  (a) Explain in detail :

(i) Structures of rocks.

(ii) Importance of geological structures. (12)

(b) Give an elementary idea about fold, faults and joints

on rocks.  (8)

43021/00/KD/566 [P.T.O.



UNIT–III

5. (a) What do you understand by artificial recharge of

groundwater.  (10)

(b) Explain about the Remote Sensing techniques for

geological and hydrological survey.  (10)

6. How the geological conditions influence the selection and

design of different construction sites? (20)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Discuss the precautions and treatment methods against

faults and joints. (12)

(b) Explain the role of geology on environment of Earth.

(8)

8. Write a short note on the followings :

(i) Foundation rocks.

(ii) Retaining wall.

(iii) Geological survey.

(iv) Joints in rocks.  (20)

43021/00/KD/566 2
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BT-3/D-21 43097
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS-I

Paper–CE-201N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, by selecting at least one

question from each unit. All questions are of equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Derive the formula for principal stresses also, draw the shear

stress distribution diagram for symmetric I-section having

flange dimension of (400 mm × 50 mm) and web dimension

as 50 mm × 200 mm ? 15

2. Differentiate between short column and long column. Also

derive the euler buckling lead for the column having both

ends hinge ? 15

UNIT–II

3. Draw shear force diagram and bending moment diagram for

the beam shown ? 15

A B C
D

12 kN/m

4 m 2 m 2 m

40 kN
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4. A parabolic three hinge arch having span (20 m) and central
rise 4 m carries UDL of intensity 20 kN/m throughout its
span. Both the supports considered to be at same level.
Analyse the arch for the support reaction's and determine
the normal thrust and radial shear at a section (4 m) from
the left support. 15

UNIT–III

5. Calculate the deflection at the centre of a simply supported
beam of spon (L) subjected to a U.D.L. of (W kN/m) on the
whole span using conjugate beam method and unit lead
method ? (7+8=15)

6. Using moment area method calculate the slope at point C

and deflection at point D . (5+10=15)

A B
C

40 kN

3 m 3 m2 m

EI 2EI EI

UNIT–IV

7. For the given truss find the force's in all the member's ?
15

40 kN28 kN20 kN

14 kN

3 m

4 m 4 m 4 m

A G F E

B C D
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8. Explain the following terms :

(a) Stability and determinancy.

(b) Static and kinematic indeterminancy.

(c) Principle of virtual work.

(d) Slenderness ratio.

(e) Bettil’s law. (3×5=15)
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BT-3/D-21 43098
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, MATERIALS

AND DRAWING

Paper-CE-203N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note: (i) Attempt any five questions by selecting at least one

question from each section.

(ii) All questions carry equal marks.

(iii) If necessary, assume suitable data and specify the

same.

(iv) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

UNIT–I

1. Enlist the types of stone masonry and describe each with

suitable example. Also describe the advantages and

construction details of cavity wall and partition wall.

2. Differentiate between shallow foundation and deep

foundation. Also, describe the sub surface methods used for

soil investigations.

UNIT–II

3. Describe the process for preventing the dampness and list

the materials used for the same. Differentiate between damp-

proofing and water-proofing.

43098/00/KD/356 [P.T.O.



4. List the types of Roofs and floor describe one of each with

suitable example.

UNIT–III

5. Describe the process of brick manufacturing and also brief

regarding testing of bricks.

6. (a) List the constitute of cement and importance of each.

Also discuss the testing of cement on field and in

laboratory.

(b) Discuss the mortar for masonry construction and for

plastering.

UNIT–IV

7. Give the classification of stone and enlist the requirement of

good structural stone.

8. List the characteristics of good paints and explain its

constituents with examples. Define varnish. Explain the

classification of varnish.

43098/00/KD/356 2
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BT-3/D-21 43099
FLUID MECHANICS-I

Paper : CE-205N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions in all, taking at least one from

each of the four units.

UNIT–I

1. Distinguish between the following set of fluid properties/

Flows :

(a) Cohesion and Adhesion.

(b) Uniform And Non- Uniform Flows.

(c) Laminar and Turbulent Flows.

(d) Newtonian and Non- Newtonian Fluids. '

(e) Dynamic and Kinematics Viscosity. (3×5)

2. (a) Derive the continuity equation for three dimensional

flows with their assumptions. (8)

(b) The stream function for a two dimensional flow is

given by :

yx 52 

Calculate the velocity at point P (4, 5). Also determine

the velocity potential,  , at point P..  (7)

43099/00/KD/422 [P.T.O.



UNIT–II

3. An inverted U-tube manometer is connected to two horizontal

pipes A and B through which water is flowing. The vertical

distance between the axes of these pipes is 30cm. When an

oil of specific gravity 0.8 is used as a gauge fluid, the

vertical heights of water columns in the two limbs of inverted

manometer (when measured from respective centre line of

pipes) are found to be same and equal to 35cm. Determine

the difference of pressure between the pipes. (15)

4. Determine the total pressure on a circular plate of diameter

1.5m which is placed vertically in water in such a way that

the centre centre of the plate is 3m below the free surface

of water. Find position of centre of pressure also. (15)

UNIT–III

5. (a) Derive Euler's equation of motion and hence deduce

the Bernoulli's equation. State the assumptions of that

equation. (10)

(b) Explain the difference between Orificemeter and

Venturimeter in details. (5)

6. (a) The inlet and throat diameter of a horizontal

venturimeter are 30cm and 10cm respectively. The

liquid flowing through the meter is water. The pressure

intensity at inlet is 13.743N/cm2 while the vaccum

pressure head at the throat is 37cm of mercury. Find

the rate of flow. Assume that 4% of differential head

is lost between inlet and throat. Also find the value of

C
d
 for venturimeter. (10)

(b) Expalin the term Aeration of Nappe in details. (5)

43099/00/KD/422 2
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UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain, what is meant by separation of Boundary

Layer. (5)

(b) Explain Displacement thickness, momentum thickness

and energy thickness of boundary layer. (10)

8. (a) Explain the geometric kinematic and dynamic similarity.

(5)

(b) In the model test of a spillway the discharge and

velocity of flow over the model were 3.5 m3/s and 2.5

m/s respectively. Calculate the velocity and Discharge

over the prototype which is 30 times the model size.

(10)
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BT-3/D-21 43100
SURVEYING–I

Paper–CE-207N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five Questions in all, taking at least one question

from each of the four units. All the questions are of equal

marks.

UNIT–I

1. To continue a survey line AB past an obstacle, a line BC

300 m long was set out perpendicular to AB and from BC

angle BCD and BCE was set out at 60° and 45°. Determine

length which must be chained off along CD and CE in order

that ED may be in AB produced. Also determine the

obstructed length of BE.

2. (a) What do you understand by the term Local attraction,

explain in detail?

(b) What are different methods of traversing?

UNIT–II

3. (a) Write the classification of direct levelling.

(b) The following reading were taken on a continuous

sloping ground with 4 m staff 0.780, 1.535, 1.955,
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2.985, 3.480, 1.155, 2.365, 3.640, 0.935, 1.630, 2.545

the R.L. of first A was 100 determine R.L. of all the

other points by both the method and also draw the

profile diagram.

4. (a) Explain the method of plane tabling? Explain them

briefly.

(b) Explain two point problem in detail and also mention

errors in plain tabling.

UNIT–III

5. (a) What do you understand by theodolite? Write down its

uses. Describe its temporary adjustment.

(b) The following observation of length and bearing were

recorded for a closed traverse. Calculate the length and

bearing of line DA.

Line Length (in m) Bearing

AB 75 110°

BC 180 45°

CD 60 320°

DA ? ?

6. What is Tachometric Surveying? Write down instrument used
for it also mention its characteristics.
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UNIT–IV

7. (a) Describe the classification of the circular curve. Name
the various parts of the circular curve with neat sketch.

(b) Derive formula for laying out the circular curve by
ordinate or offset from the long chord.

8. (a) Discuss the transition curves and what are the
requirements of transition curves.

(b) Calculate the ordinates at 10 m intervals for a circular
curve. The long chord is 60 m and the radius is 150 m.
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BT-3/D-21 43101
GEOLOGY

(Engineering Geology)

Paper–CE-209N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain the sub division of geology. 8

(b) Discuss about the interior of the earth with neat sketches.

7

2. Discuss the external and internal geological forces causing

changes, with special reference to weathering and erosion

of the surface of earth. 15

UNIT–II

3. What do you understand by rocks and minerals? Discuss

briefly the classification of Minerals. 15

4. Define Faults and its types. How you will recognize faults

in the field? 15

����������	
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UNIT–III

5. Explain briefly the characteristics of geological map. Describe

how a geological section can be drawn across a geological

map ? 15

6. Write a short note on following :-

(a) Geological condition for ideal dam site. 8

(b) Landslide. 7

UNIT–IV

7. Write notes on following :

(a) Water table. 5

(b) Global warming and its effect. 10

8. Describe the role of geology in understanding the present
day environment of the earth. 15
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BT-3/D-21 43148
INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL ENGINEERING

Paper : HM-251A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. List any five important roles of a Civil Engineer in

society and explain what is scope of Civil engineering in

detail. (15)

2. (a) Explain the basic design features of tall structures in

detail. (7)

(b) Explain various types of Bridges also explain

components of a bridge. (8)

UNIT–II

3. (a) Explain the overview of national planning for

construction. (7)

(b) Explain the five year plan outlays for construction.

(8)

4. Discuss the function of the total station in advance surveying,

explain its components with neat diagram of a total station.

(15)

43148/00/KD/338 [P.T.O.



UNIT–III

5. Write a short note on :

(a) Cement.

(b) Brick.

(c) Stones.

(d) RCC

(e) Prestress concrete. 15

6. (a) What is the difference of temporary and permanent

structures? 7

(b) Explain role of automation and robotics in construction

industry. 8

UNIT–IV

7. Write a short note on :

(a) Water treatment system.

(b) Effluent treatment system.

(c) Methods of solid waste management. (15)

8. What are water supply system explain each with diagram.

(15)

43148/00/KD/338 2
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BT-3/D-21 43149
HIGHER ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS

Paper : BS-205A/BS-204A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Find the Laplace transform of .
1

3











t
t

(b) Find the Laplace transform of the function
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0,
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tt

tt
tf

2. (a) Find the inverse Laplace transform of 3

2
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s
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(b) Apply Convolution theorem to evaluate

.
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UNIT–II

3. (a) Form the partial differential equation (by eliminating

the arbitrary function) from )()( atxgatxfz  .

(b) Solve .)()( 222 xyz
y

z
zxy

x

z
yzx 











4. (a) Solve 022 22  yqypz , by Charpit's method.

(b) Solve .322 23
2

3

3

3

yxe
yx

z

x

z x 









UNIT–III

5. (a) Find a root of the equation 0523  xx , using

bisection method correct to three decimal places.

(b) Find the positive root of 104  xx  correct to three

decimal places, using Newton-Rapson method.

6. (a) Find the polynomial f(x) by using Lagrange's formula

and hence find f(3) for

x 0 1 2 5

f(x) 2 3 12 147

(b) Using Newton's forward formula, find the value of

f(1.6), if

x 1 1.4 1.8 2.2

f(x) 3.49 4.82 5.96 6.5

43149/00/KD/545 2
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UNIT–IV

7. Given that :

x 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6

y 7.989 8.403 8.781 9.129 9.451 9.750 10.031

Find 
dx

dy
 and 

2

2

dx

yd
 at

(a) x = 1.1

(b) x = 1.6

8. (a) Evaluate 2

6

0
1 x

dx

  by using Trapezoidal and Simpson's

3

1
 rule.

(b) Apply Runge-Kutta fourth order method, to find an

approxiamte value of y when x = 0.2, given that

yx
dx

dy
  and y = 1 when x = 0.
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BT-3/D-21 43150
INTRODUCTION TO SOLID MECHANICS

Paper–CE-201A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit. Assume any missing data. All questions
carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Compare the torsional resistance of Circular Solid Shaft with
that of Hollow Shaft of same material and same cross-
sectional area. 15

2. Enlist the assumption of simple bending theory. 15

UNIT–II

3. Draw shear force diagram and bending moment diagram for
the beam shown in Fig. 1. 15

Fig. 1,
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4. A symmetric three-hinged parabolic arch of span 36 m and
rise 6 m is subjected to a concentrated load of 120 kN at a
point 12 m from left support. Draw the bending moment
diagram for the arch. 15

UNIT–III

5. Determine the rotation and deflection at the free end of the
cantilever beam subjected to u.d.l. over an entire span as
shown in Fig. 2. 15

Fig. 2.

6. Determine �A, �B, �C and defection �C in the beam shown
in Fig. 3. 15

Fig. 3.

UNIT–IV

7. Differentiate between Joint Method and Section Method with
the help of suitable examples. 15
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8. Analyses the truss shown in Fig. 4 for member forces in
members BC, DF. 15

Fig. 4.
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BT-3/D-21 43151
INTRODUCTION TO FLUID MECHANICS

Paper : CE-203A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain different fluid properties : Mass Density,

specific volume, and specific gravity. (10)

(b) Calculate the specific weight, density and specific

gravity of one litre of a liquid which weighs 7N.     (5)

2. (a) Derive the continuity equation in three-dimentional

form. (10)

(b) The velocity potential function is given by

)(5 22 yx  . Calculate the velocity components at

point (4, 5). (5)

UNIT–II

3. Describe with the help of neat sketches different types of

manometers. (15)

43151/00/KD/602 [P.T.O.



4. (a) What are the conditions of equilibrium of a floating

body and sub-merged body. (7)

(b) Derive an expression for the meta-centric height of a

floating body. (8)

UNIT–III

5. Derive Bernoulli's equation, giving its limitations and

assumptions. (15)

6. An oil of sp. gr. 0.8 is flowing through a venturimeter

having inlet diameter 20 cm and throat diameter 10 cm.

The oil-mercury differential manometer shows a reading of

25 cm. Calculate the discharge of oil through the horizontal

venturimeter. Take C
d
 = 0.98. (15)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Discuss the various methods of controlling the

boundary layer. (5)

(b) The velocity distribution in the boundry layer is

given as 
2

2

1

2

3


V

ν
 in which 












y
. Compute

)/*(   and *)/(  . (10)

8. State Buckingham's  –theorem. Why this theorem is

considered superior over the Rayleigh's method for

dimensional analysis? (15)

43151/00/KD/602 2
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BT-3/D-21 43152
SURVEY & GEOMATICS

Paper–CE-205A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit. Assume any missing data. All questions
carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Differentiate between whole circle bearing and quadrantal
bearing system, Convert the following whole circle bearing
into quadrantal bearing and quadrantal bearing into whole
circle bearing. (15)

(1) 250° (2) 125° (3) 85° (4) N 65°30' W (5) N 20°30' W

2. (a) A compass traverse ABCD was run clockwise and
following bearing were taken determine the local
attraction and correct bearing by any method. (10)

Line F.B. B.B.

AB 80°45' 260°0'

BC 130°30' 311°35'

CD 240°15' 60°15'

DA 290°30' 110°10'

(b) What do you understand by local attraction explain.
(5)
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UNIT–II

3. (a) The following reading was taken : 1.185, 2.604, 1.925,
2.305, 1.155, 0.864, 1.105, 1.685, 1.215, 1.545, and
0.605. The instrument was shifted after 2, 6 and 9th
reading. First point is benchmark with an RL = 185.685
m find RL of each point by any one method. (7)

(b) Define temporary adjustment of theodolite. (8)

4. (a) Explain the two-point problem with neat diagram. (8)

(b) Write down the characteristics of contours. (7)

UNIT–III

5. (a) Discuss the transition curves and what are the
requirements of transition curves. (8)

(b) What do you understand by vertical curve and also
write down the necessity and types of vertical curves.

(7)

6. Explain all the elements of simple circular curve with neat
and clean sketch. (15)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) The scale of an aerial photograph is 1 cm = 100 m.
The photograph size is 20 cm × 20 cm. Determine the
number of photographs required to cover an area of
100 sq. km if the longitudinal lap is 60% and the side
lap is 30%. (8)

(b) Write the types of aerial photographs. (7)

8. What do you understand by GIS and GPS and also write
down its use in civil engineering. (15)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-3/D-21 43153
BUILDING  CONSTRUCTION  PRACTICE

Paper–CE-207A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions, selecting atleast one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What do you mean by bond in brick work? Distinguish

between English and Flemish Bond. (8)

(b) Draw neat sketches, showing plan and elevation of two

consecutive courses of a 1 brick thick wall in English

bond at a right-angled corner. (7)

2. (a) Describe constructional of masonry cavity wall with neat

diagram. (10)

(b) What is pile foundation? Give the significance of pile

cap. (5)

UNIT–II

3. (a) What is Dampness? Explain various cause of dampness.

(5)

(b) Write various types of roofs. Explain Queen Post truss

in detail with diagram. (10)
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4. (a) What are various types of flooring ? (5)

(b) Explain types of fixures and fastners used for doors

and windows. (10)

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the constituents of good brick earth? Discuss

briefly the various harmful ingredients. (10)

(b) What is Terra cota and explain types of terracota ? (5)

6. Give classification of cement. Explain briefly any three types

of cement in detail. (15)

UNIT–IV

7. What are requirements of good structural stone ? Explain

Ashlar and Rubble masonary with neat sketch. (15)

8. (a) Explain defects in timber. (5)

(b) What are the constituents of paints and varnish explain

briefly ? (10)



45029/K/604

Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 3

BT–5/D–21 45029

STRUCTURE ANALYSIS–III

Paper–CE–301E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. State and prove Muller Breslau’s principle : 20

Using the Muller Breslau principle, draw the I.L.D. for BM and S.F at the

mid span E and at point B. Also plot the I.L ordinate for span BC at

suitable interval.

2. A parabolic arch hinged at its springs and crown has a span of 40m and

central rise of 6m. Determine the magnitude of maximum positive and

negative bending moment at a section 15m from left hand support, when

a point load of 90 KN rolls over the beam. 20

UNIT–II

3. Two point loads 4KN and 8KN spaced 6m apart crosses a grider of 20m

span, the 4KN load leading from left to right. Draw the maximum shear

force and bending moment diagram, the absolute maximum values. 20

4. The following system of the wheel loads crosses a span of 25m : 20

Wheel load 16 16 20 20 20

Distance between centre 3 3 4 4 –

Find the maximum value of bending moment and shearing force in the

span.



UNIT–III

5. Analyse the bean as shown in figure by Kani’s method and draw B.M.D : 20

6. Analyse the portal frame as shown in figure by Kani’s method and draw

B.M.D : 20

UNIT–IV

7. Analyse the portal frame as shown in figure by cantilever method. 20

45029/K/604 2



8. Analyse the continuous beam by flexibility matrix : 20
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT-3/D-21 45030

DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURE–I

Paper–CE-303E

Time Allowed : 4 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. Use of IS: 456-2000 is allowed. Assume any missing data

suitably.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is meant by Durability of Concrete ? Why is permeability of

concrete of importance with respect to durability ? 5

(b) How does the shape of aggregate particles influence the properties of

Fresh concrete ? 5

(c) What are the causes of unsoundness of Cement ? 5

(d) Discuss the beneficial and harmful effects of Creep of concrete. 5

2. (a) Explain the safety concept used in working stress method and show

how does it not give the correct margin of safety against failure ?

What are the obstacles in using the working stress method ? 8

(b) Differentiate between the terms factor of safety and partial safety for

material strength. 4

(c) What is the limit state of Collapse ? 4

(d) What are various serviceability requirements recommended by

IS: 456 ? 4

UNIT–II

3. (a) Derive an expression for moment of resistance of a rectangular

section reinforced both in compression and tension. 10

(b) Design a reinforced concrete beam having an effective simply supported

span of 6 m. The beam is required to support live and superimposed

loads of 20 kN/m and 15 kN/m, respectively. The materials to be used

are M20 grade concrete and HYSD steel of grade Fe415. 10



4. A reinforced concrete beam of cross-section of size 300 × 500 mm effective

carries a uniformly distributed service load of 40 kN/m inclusive of self

weight over a clear span of 5 m. If the tension reinforcement consists of

6 bars  of 20 mm diameter. Determine the shear reinforcement. The materials

used are M20 grade concrete and mild steel reinforcement. 20

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the major factors that affects deflection ? 5

(b) State the allowable limits of deflection in slabs and beams. Does

allowable depth depend on span length ? 5

(c) What is the purpose of splicing of reinforcement ? What are the different

ways by which this can be achieved ? Explain briefly. 10

6. Design and detail an interior panel of size 4.5 × 6.0 m of a reinforced

concrete floor slab of a building. The floor is to a carry a service live load

of 4.0 kN/m2 and a load due to movable partitions of 1.0 kN/m2.

The weight due to the floor finish and ceiling plaster may be taken as

1.0 kN/m2. The materials to be used are : concrete of grade M20 and

HYSD steel of grade Fe415. 20

UNIT–IV

7. A RCC column 250 × 400 mm is equally reinforced on two short faces

with bars of 20 mm diameter of steel Fe 500 on each face. The concrete

is of grade M30. The column is subjected to an axial load with certain

eccentricity such that the neutral axis is at 0.8 D. Find the ultimate axial

load and the eccentricity. The effective cover to steel is 50 mm. 20

8. (a) Distinguish between Active and Passive earth Pressures. 5

(b) Explain briefly the outline of Design procedure for a counterfort type

retaining wall. 10

(c) Draw a neat sketch for reinforced concrete footing for a rectangular

RCC column. 5

45030/K/168 2
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–5/D–21 45031

HYDROLOGY

Paper–CE–305E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume any missing data.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What do you understand by Hydrological cycle. Explain in brief various

parts of this cycle. 10

(b) The Rainfall recorded for seven rain gage stations are 131, 143, 118,

107, 166, 100, 146 cm. For 5.6% error. Calculate mean rainfall and

additional rain gauges stations required. 10

2. (a) Define the term precipitation. Describe with a neat sketch the construction

and use of a recording rain gauge. 10

(b) Describe any two method which are commonly used to determine

mean precipitation over an area. 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) Write down two Empirical formulae for estimation of evaporation.

10

(b) What are different types of Evaporimeters? Discuss ISI Evaporation

pan with neat sketch. 10

4. (a) What do you mean by evapotranspiration? Describe variation of AET

and PET. 10

(b) The rates of rainfall for successive 30 min period of 3 hr storm are :

1.4, 3.5, 5.1, 2.8, 2.0, 1.0 cm/hr. The corresponding runoff is 3.6 cm.

Find Φ  index and W index. 10

UNIT–III

5. (a) Discuss rainfall-runoff correlation using regression analysis. 10



(b) Discuss the Ultrasonic dilution method of the stream flow measurement.

10

6. The Ordinates of a 6 hr unit Hydrograph are as given below : 20

Time (h): 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66

Ordinate : 0 25 65 155 125 95 70 55 37 23 10 0

of 6-h

UH(m3/sec)

Calcualte the 12 h unit Hydrograph of the flow.

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain the various form of subsurface Water in the Soil mantle. 10

(b) Explain Darcy’s law? How to determine coefficient of permeability in

the laboratory. 10

8. Why wells are important? Draw a sketch of well operating in unconfined

aquifer. Derive the discharge equation for a steady flow in a well under

unconfined aquifer. 20

45031/K/605 2
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45032/K/169 P. T. O.

BT-5/D-21

GEOTECHNOLOGY-I

45032

Paper–CE-307E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume missing data, if

any, suitably.

1. (a) List the various Geophysical methods of soil exploration. Explain

Seismic method in details. 9

(b) What do you understand by: Area Ratio, Inside Clearance and

Outside clearance? How is sampler disturbance reduced? 5

(c) Discuss the various corrections made to SPT value. 6

2. (a) Describe the following methods of Drainage and Dewatering of

foundation Trenches : 12

(i) Electro-Osmosis

(ii) Deep Well Drainage

(b) Write a short note on consolidation of soft soils by Sand Piles. 8

3. (a) Modify Terzaghi’s equation for Ultimate Bearing Capacity of a strip

footing to consider the effect of the following factors: 13

(i) Change of shape of foundation

(ii) Embedded depth of foundation

(iii) Inclination of Load

(iv) Fluctuation in ground Water

(b) Determine the net Ultimate Bearing Capacity of circular footing of

dia = 2.5m resting at a depth of 1.2m. For the foundation soil, take,

C = 0.3 Kg/cm = 0 and = 1.85 g/cm .

(Assume for = 0; Nc = 5.14, Nq = 1, N = 0). 7

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

² ³f g

f g



4. (a) How would you determine the allowable Bearing Pressure for a

Raft Foundation based on SPT value of Sub-soil? 10

(b) How is elastic and consolidation settlement for shallow foundations

on clays determined? Discuss briefly. 10

5. (a) A pile 9 m long and 0.6 m in dia is installed in soft clay. Undrained

Cohesion of clay is 40 KN/m . Determine the capacity of the pile.

Assume an adhesion factor of 0.6. 10

(b) Discuss briefly the followings: 5+5

(i) Negative Skin Friction

(ii) Under-reamed Piles.

6. (a) Discuss briefly the various causes of failure of an Earth Dam. 10

(b) How is seepage through the foundation of an Earth Dam

controlled? 10

7. Describe Friction Circle method of analysing the stability of Finite

Slopes. Also discuss the effect of sudden draw-down on the stability. 20

8. Discuss briefly the followings: 20

(a) Mechanical Stabilitzation

(b) Bituminous Stabilization

(c) Chemical Stabilzation

UNIT-III

UNIT-IV

²
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45033/K/606 P. T. O.

BT-5/D-21

PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

45033

Paper–CE-309 E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (a) Explain the objectives and functions of construction

management. 10

(b) Describe various resources required for construction industry. 10

2. (a) Describe various types of contracts stating their main

specifications. 10

(b) What do you mean by arbitration? What are the main features of

arbitration clause for a construction project? 10

3. Write short notes on: 10×2=20

(a) Work breakdown structure

(b) Bar charts and their limitations

4. State the significance of leadership, human relations and communication

in managing a construction organization. 20

5. (a) State Fulkerson’s rule for numbering the events, with the help of an

example of a small project. 10

(b) Define critical path. How do you locate critical path for a given

construction project? 10

6. What do you understand by frequency distribution? How do you

determine:

(a) most likely time

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III



(b)    variance

(c) standard deviation? 20

7. Following are the data about durations and costs of various activities of a

network:

Activity Normal duration Normal cost Crash duration Crash cost

(Rs.)

1-2 4 4000 2 12000

2-3 5 3000 2 6000

2-4 7 3500 4 6500

3-4 5 4500 2 10000

The project overhead costs are Rs. 2000 per week. Find the optimum

duration and the cost associated with it. Also draw the least cost

network. 20

8. (a) How do you monitor quality control works for concrete structures?

Discuss. 10

(b) Write a brief note on various inspection stages for a construction

project. 10

UNIT-IV

(weeks) (Rs.) (weeks)

45033/K/606 2
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BT–5/D–21 45148

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS–III

Paper–CE–301N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from each Unit.

All questions carry equal marks. Any data if missing can be suitably

assumed. Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Draw influence line for horizontal thrust in a three hinged parabolic

arch. 5

(b) Find maximum ±  shear force and bending moment at a section 10m

from left hand in a three hinged parabolic arch span 50m and rise 10m

if a udl 20kN/m and 8m long moves from left to right. Use influence

line diagram. 10

2. (a) Draw influence line diagram for shear at the section shown in

figure : 5

(b) If a fixed beam span ‘L’ carries a couple ‘M’ at mid span, draw

influence line diagram for fixed end moments. 10

45148/K/231 P. T. O.



UNIT–II

3. A uniformly distributed load of 5m in length and intensity 20 kN/m crosses

a simply supported 25m long. Draw shear force and bending moment diagram

at a section 7m from left hand support. Also determine absolute maximum

shear force and bending moment. 15

4. If a symmetrical parabolic fixed arch has span 20m and rise 5m with

profile c cI I sec , where I= θ  the moment of inertia at crown and θ  being

the slope at a section where moment of inertia is I. It carries a point

load of 50kN at mid span. Find the horizontal thrust when the temperature

alos rise to 10ºC. 
9

cEI 4 10= × N/mm2 and coefficient of thermal

coefficient = 11 × 10–06/ºC. 15

UNIT–III

5. Analyse the beam shown in figure by Kani’s method if support B settles

by 8mm. 15

6. Analyse the frame shown in figure. EI for vertical memebers is twice of

the horizonatal memebers. 15

45148/K/231 2



UNIT–IV

7. Use cantilever method to analyse the frame : 15

8. If a truss shown in figure has same axial stiffness ‘AE’ for all the members

and loaded as shown in figure, analyse the truss using stiffness or displacement

method. 15

45148/K/231 3
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–5/D–21 45149

DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES–I

Paper–CE–303N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Any Data if missing can

be suitably assumed. Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What are the principle components of Cement? How they control the

rate of development of strength and heat of Hydration? 8

(b) How will you ascertain the suitability of aggregates in reinforced cement

concrete as per Indian Standards? 7

2. (a) Discuss the merits and demerits of various design methods. 5

(b) What is the difference between deterministic design and probabilistic

design method? 5

(c) What are the reasons behind considering factored load a limit state

rather than characteristic load? 5

UNIT–II

3. Determine the intensity of uniformly distributed load a beam with section

250 × 400mm can carry over a span of 4m if it has been cast with M20

grade concrete and Fe500 grade of steel 3-20 diameter bar (compressive)

and 3-22 diameter bar (Tensile). Use working stress method. 15

4. Design a beam 250 × 450mm to carry a factored moment 200kNm using

M25 grade concerete and Fe550grade steel using limit state method. 15

UNIT–III

5. If the beam in Q.4 is subjected to factored shear force 50kN and torsional

moment 25kNm, design the beam. 15



6. Determine the short term deflection at mid span of a beam with section

250 × 400mm if it carries uniformly distributed load carry 15kN/m in

service state condition over a span of 4m and has been cast with M20

grade concrete and Fe500 grade of steel 3-20 diameter bar (compressive)

and 3-22 diameter bar (Tensile). 15

UNIT–IV

7. Discuss the reinforcement detailing with a good sketch in a column for a

three storeyed building both at mid height and at junction. 15

8. Design and interior panel of a two slab 4 × 5m for a class room using

M 20 grade of concrete and Fe415 grade of steel. 15

45149/K/232 2
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–5/D–21 45150

HYDROLOGY

Paper–CE–305N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume the missing data.

Draw sketch wherever needed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss the term Hydrology, its scope and applications to the Engineering

problems with ref. to India. 7

(b) Explain stream Geometry and Hypsometric curves with suitable example.

8

2. What do you understand by Precipitation? Discuss forms and types of

precipitation along with characteristics in India. Explain measurement of

precipitation. 15

UNIT–II

3. (a) The rainfalls on five successive days on a catchment were 2, 6, 9, 5

and 3 cm. If th phi index of the storm is 0.6 cm/h, find the surface

runoff. 7

(b) Discuss transpiration, evapotranspiration and its measurement. Also

discuss about Penman’s equation. 8

4. What is Infiltration? Explain process, initial loss, capacity and measurement

of infiltration. 15

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain the Hydrograph, components and factors affecting shape of

Hydrograph. 7

(b) Explain run off, factors affecting run off, estimation of run off and

rainfall-runoff relationships. 8



6. (a) What is an IUH ? Explain its characteristics along with diagram. 8

(b) Explain design flood and design storm. Discuss them with ref. to a

new water resource project. 7

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain the Darcy’s law in detail. Also discuss about permeability and

its determination. 7

(b) What are the Dupuit’s assumptions? How are they useful in analyzing

ground water flow. 8

8. (a) Define pH and how do you determine the pH value of sample of water

in the laboratory. 7

(b) If water sample has TDS of 1150 mg/l and EC 1900 units, calculate

the specific resistance in ohms of another water sample which has

TDS 6500 mg/l. 8

45150/K/233 2
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BT–5/D–21 45151

GEOTECHNOLOGY–I

Paper–CE–307N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Explain Standard Penetration test. Explain the correction applied.

2. Explain well point system for dewatering with Neat sketch.

UNIT–II

3. What are the various assumption made Tergazi’s Derive the equation for

bearing capacity for shallow foundation.

4. Explain the type of shallow foundation with their merits and demerits.

UNIT–III

5. Explain pile load test in detail with diagram.

6. A square concrete pile (35 cm* 35 cm) is driven into homogenous sand

layer 3( 30 degree, 17kN / m )φ = ϒ =  for a depth of 10 m. Calculate the

ultimate load. Use Meyerhof’s method. Take K = 1.3 and 18δ =  degree,

Nq = 55.

UNIT–IV

7. Explain type of caisson with diagram.

8. What are the factor affecting the stability of well foundation.



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-3/D-21 43152
SURVEY & GEOMATICS

Paper–CE-205A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit. Assume any missing data. All questions
carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Differentiate between whole circle bearing and quadrantal
bearing system, Convert the following whole circle bearing
into quadrantal bearing and quadrantal bearing into whole
circle bearing. (15)

(1) 250° (2) 125° (3) 85° (4) N 65°30' W (5) N 20°30' W

2. (a) A compass traverse ABCD was run clockwise and
following bearing were taken determine the local
attraction and correct bearing by any method. (10)

Line F.B. B.B.

AB 80°45' 260°0'

BC 130°30' 311°35'

CD 240°15' 60°15'

DA 290°30' 110°10'

(b) What do you understand by local attraction explain.
(5)
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UNIT–II

3. (a) The following reading was taken : 1.185, 2.604, 1.925,
2.305, 1.155, 0.864, 1.105, 1.685, 1.215, 1.545, and
0.605. The instrument was shifted after 2, 6 and 9th
reading. First point is benchmark with an RL = 185.685
m find RL of each point by any one method. (7)

(b) Define temporary adjustment of theodolite. (8)

4. (a) Explain the two-point problem with neat diagram. (8)

(b) Write down the characteristics of contours. (7)

UNIT–III

5. (a) Discuss the transition curves and what are the
requirements of transition curves. (8)

(b) What do you understand by vertical curve and also
write down the necessity and types of vertical curves.

(7)

6. Explain all the elements of simple circular curve with neat
and clean sketch. (15)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) The scale of an aerial photograph is 1 cm = 100 m.
The photograph size is 20 cm × 20 cm. Determine the
number of photographs required to cover an area of
100 sq. km if the longitudinal lap is 60% and the side
lap is 30%. (8)

(b) Write the types of aerial photographs. (7)

8. What do you understand by GIS and GPS and also write
down its use in civil engineering. (15)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-3/D-21 43153
BUILDING  CONSTRUCTION  PRACTICE

Paper–CE-207A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions, selecting atleast one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What do you mean by bond in brick work? Distinguish

between English and Flemish Bond. (8)

(b) Draw neat sketches, showing plan and elevation of two

consecutive courses of a 1 brick thick wall in English

bond at a right-angled corner. (7)

2. (a) Describe constructional of masonry cavity wall with neat

diagram. (10)

(b) What is pile foundation? Give the significance of pile

cap. (5)

UNIT–II

3. (a) What is Dampness? Explain various cause of dampness.

(5)

(b) Write various types of roofs. Explain Queen Post truss

in detail with diagram. (10)
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4. (a) What are various types of flooring ? (5)

(b) Explain types of fixures and fastners used for doors

and windows. (10)

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the constituents of good brick earth? Discuss

briefly the various harmful ingredients. (10)

(b) What is Terra cota and explain types of terracota ? (5)

6. Give classification of cement. Explain briefly any three types

of cement in detail. (15)

UNIT–IV

7. What are requirements of good structural stone ? Explain

Ashlar and Rubble masonary with neat sketch. (15)

8. (a) Explain defects in timber. (5)

(b) What are the constituents of paints and varnish explain

briefly ? (10)



45029/K/604

Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 3

BT–5/D–21 45029

STRUCTURE ANALYSIS–III

Paper–CE–301E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. State and prove Muller Breslau’s principle : 20

Using the Muller Breslau principle, draw the I.L.D. for BM and S.F at the

mid span E and at point B. Also plot the I.L ordinate for span BC at

suitable interval.

2. A parabolic arch hinged at its springs and crown has a span of 40m and

central rise of 6m. Determine the magnitude of maximum positive and

negative bending moment at a section 15m from left hand support, when

a point load of 90 KN rolls over the beam. 20

UNIT–II

3. Two point loads 4KN and 8KN spaced 6m apart crosses a grider of 20m

span, the 4KN load leading from left to right. Draw the maximum shear

force and bending moment diagram, the absolute maximum values. 20

4. The following system of the wheel loads crosses a span of 25m : 20

Wheel load 16 16 20 20 20

Distance between centre 3 3 4 4 –

Find the maximum value of bending moment and shearing force in the

span.



UNIT–III

5. Analyse the bean as shown in figure by Kani’s method and draw B.M.D : 20

6. Analyse the portal frame as shown in figure by Kani’s method and draw

B.M.D : 20

UNIT–IV

7. Analyse the portal frame as shown in figure by cantilever method. 20
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8. Analyse the continuous beam by flexibility matrix : 20
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT-3/D-21 45030

DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURE–I

Paper–CE-303E

Time Allowed : 4 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. Use of IS: 456-2000 is allowed. Assume any missing data

suitably.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is meant by Durability of Concrete ? Why is permeability of

concrete of importance with respect to durability ? 5

(b) How does the shape of aggregate particles influence the properties of

Fresh concrete ? 5

(c) What are the causes of unsoundness of Cement ? 5

(d) Discuss the beneficial and harmful effects of Creep of concrete. 5

2. (a) Explain the safety concept used in working stress method and show

how does it not give the correct margin of safety against failure ?

What are the obstacles in using the working stress method ? 8

(b) Differentiate between the terms factor of safety and partial safety for

material strength. 4

(c) What is the limit state of Collapse ? 4

(d) What are various serviceability requirements recommended by

IS: 456 ? 4

UNIT–II

3. (a) Derive an expression for moment of resistance of a rectangular

section reinforced both in compression and tension. 10

(b) Design a reinforced concrete beam having an effective simply supported

span of 6 m. The beam is required to support live and superimposed

loads of 20 kN/m and 15 kN/m, respectively. The materials to be used

are M20 grade concrete and HYSD steel of grade Fe415. 10



4. A reinforced concrete beam of cross-section of size 300 × 500 mm effective

carries a uniformly distributed service load of 40 kN/m inclusive of self

weight over a clear span of 5 m. If the tension reinforcement consists of

6 bars  of 20 mm diameter. Determine the shear reinforcement. The materials

used are M20 grade concrete and mild steel reinforcement. 20

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the major factors that affects deflection ? 5

(b) State the allowable limits of deflection in slabs and beams. Does

allowable depth depend on span length ? 5

(c) What is the purpose of splicing of reinforcement ? What are the different

ways by which this can be achieved ? Explain briefly. 10

6. Design and detail an interior panel of size 4.5 × 6.0 m of a reinforced

concrete floor slab of a building. The floor is to a carry a service live load

of 4.0 kN/m2 and a load due to movable partitions of 1.0 kN/m2.

The weight due to the floor finish and ceiling plaster may be taken as

1.0 kN/m2. The materials to be used are : concrete of grade M20 and

HYSD steel of grade Fe415. 20

UNIT–IV

7. A RCC column 250 × 400 mm is equally reinforced on two short faces

with bars of 20 mm diameter of steel Fe 500 on each face. The concrete

is of grade M30. The column is subjected to an axial load with certain

eccentricity such that the neutral axis is at 0.8 D. Find the ultimate axial

load and the eccentricity. The effective cover to steel is 50 mm. 20

8. (a) Distinguish between Active and Passive earth Pressures. 5

(b) Explain briefly the outline of Design procedure for a counterfort type

retaining wall. 10

(c) Draw a neat sketch for reinforced concrete footing for a rectangular

RCC column. 5
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–5/D–21 45031

HYDROLOGY

Paper–CE–305E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume any missing data.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What do you understand by Hydrological cycle. Explain in brief various

parts of this cycle. 10

(b) The Rainfall recorded for seven rain gage stations are 131, 143, 118,

107, 166, 100, 146 cm. For 5.6% error. Calculate mean rainfall and

additional rain gauges stations required. 10

2. (a) Define the term precipitation. Describe with a neat sketch the construction

and use of a recording rain gauge. 10

(b) Describe any two method which are commonly used to determine

mean precipitation over an area. 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) Write down two Empirical formulae for estimation of evaporation.

10

(b) What are different types of Evaporimeters? Discuss ISI Evaporation

pan with neat sketch. 10

4. (a) What do you mean by evapotranspiration? Describe variation of AET

and PET. 10

(b) The rates of rainfall for successive 30 min period of 3 hr storm are :

1.4, 3.5, 5.1, 2.8, 2.0, 1.0 cm/hr. The corresponding runoff is 3.6 cm.

Find Φ  index and W index. 10

UNIT–III

5. (a) Discuss rainfall-runoff correlation using regression analysis. 10



(b) Discuss the Ultrasonic dilution method of the stream flow measurement.

10

6. The Ordinates of a 6 hr unit Hydrograph are as given below : 20

Time (h): 0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66

Ordinate : 0 25 65 155 125 95 70 55 37 23 10 0

of 6-h

UH(m3/sec)

Calcualte the 12 h unit Hydrograph of the flow.

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain the various form of subsurface Water in the Soil mantle. 10

(b) Explain Darcy’s law? How to determine coefficient of permeability in

the laboratory. 10

8. Why wells are important? Draw a sketch of well operating in unconfined

aquifer. Derive the discharge equation for a steady flow in a well under

unconfined aquifer. 20
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45032/K/169 P. T. O.

BT-5/D-21

GEOTECHNOLOGY-I

45032

Paper–CE-307E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume missing data, if

any, suitably.

1. (a) List the various Geophysical methods of soil exploration. Explain

Seismic method in details. 9

(b) What do you understand by: Area Ratio, Inside Clearance and

Outside clearance? How is sampler disturbance reduced? 5

(c) Discuss the various corrections made to SPT value. 6

2. (a) Describe the following methods of Drainage and Dewatering of

foundation Trenches : 12

(i) Electro-Osmosis

(ii) Deep Well Drainage

(b) Write a short note on consolidation of soft soils by Sand Piles. 8

3. (a) Modify Terzaghi’s equation for Ultimate Bearing Capacity of a strip

footing to consider the effect of the following factors: 13

(i) Change of shape of foundation

(ii) Embedded depth of foundation

(iii) Inclination of Load

(iv) Fluctuation in ground Water

(b) Determine the net Ultimate Bearing Capacity of circular footing of

dia = 2.5m resting at a depth of 1.2m. For the foundation soil, take,

C = 0.3 Kg/cm = 0 and = 1.85 g/cm .

(Assume for = 0; Nc = 5.14, Nq = 1, N = 0). 7

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

² ³f g

f g



4. (a) How would you determine the allowable Bearing Pressure for a

Raft Foundation based on SPT value of Sub-soil? 10

(b) How is elastic and consolidation settlement for shallow foundations

on clays determined? Discuss briefly. 10

5. (a) A pile 9 m long and 0.6 m in dia is installed in soft clay. Undrained

Cohesion of clay is 40 KN/m . Determine the capacity of the pile.

Assume an adhesion factor of 0.6. 10

(b) Discuss briefly the followings: 5+5

(i) Negative Skin Friction

(ii) Under-reamed Piles.

6. (a) Discuss briefly the various causes of failure of an Earth Dam. 10

(b) How is seepage through the foundation of an Earth Dam

controlled? 10

7. Describe Friction Circle method of analysing the stability of Finite

Slopes. Also discuss the effect of sudden draw-down on the stability. 20

8. Discuss briefly the followings: 20

(a) Mechanical Stabilitzation

(b) Bituminous Stabilization

(c) Chemical Stabilzation

UNIT-III

UNIT-IV

²
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45033/K/606 P. T. O.

BT-5/D-21

PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

45033

Paper–CE-309 E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (a) Explain the objectives and functions of construction

management. 10

(b) Describe various resources required for construction industry. 10

2. (a) Describe various types of contracts stating their main

specifications. 10

(b) What do you mean by arbitration? What are the main features of

arbitration clause for a construction project? 10

3. Write short notes on: 10×2=20

(a) Work breakdown structure

(b) Bar charts and their limitations

4. State the significance of leadership, human relations and communication

in managing a construction organization. 20

5. (a) State Fulkerson’s rule for numbering the events, with the help of an

example of a small project. 10

(b) Define critical path. How do you locate critical path for a given

construction project? 10

6. What do you understand by frequency distribution? How do you

determine:

(a) most likely time

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III



(b)    variance

(c) standard deviation? 20

7. Following are the data about durations and costs of various activities of a

network:

Activity Normal duration Normal cost Crash duration Crash cost

(Rs.)

1-2 4 4000 2 12000

2-3 5 3000 2 6000

2-4 7 3500 4 6500

3-4 5 4500 2 10000

The project overhead costs are Rs. 2000 per week. Find the optimum

duration and the cost associated with it. Also draw the least cost

network. 20

8. (a) How do you monitor quality control works for concrete structures?

Discuss. 10

(b) Write a brief note on various inspection stages for a construction

project. 10

UNIT-IV

(weeks) (Rs.) (weeks)
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 3

BT–5/D–21 45148

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS–III

Paper–CE–301N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from each Unit.

All questions carry equal marks. Any data if missing can be suitably

assumed. Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Draw influence line for horizontal thrust in a three hinged parabolic

arch. 5

(b) Find maximum ±  shear force and bending moment at a section 10m

from left hand in a three hinged parabolic arch span 50m and rise 10m

if a udl 20kN/m and 8m long moves from left to right. Use influence

line diagram. 10

2. (a) Draw influence line diagram for shear at the section shown in

figure : 5

(b) If a fixed beam span ‘L’ carries a couple ‘M’ at mid span, draw

influence line diagram for fixed end moments. 10

45148/K/231 P. T. O.



UNIT–II

3. A uniformly distributed load of 5m in length and intensity 20 kN/m crosses

a simply supported 25m long. Draw shear force and bending moment diagram

at a section 7m from left hand support. Also determine absolute maximum

shear force and bending moment. 15

4. If a symmetrical parabolic fixed arch has span 20m and rise 5m with

profile c cI I sec , where I= θ  the moment of inertia at crown and θ  being

the slope at a section where moment of inertia is I. It carries a point

load of 50kN at mid span. Find the horizontal thrust when the temperature

alos rise to 10ºC. 
9

cEI 4 10= × N/mm2 and coefficient of thermal

coefficient = 11 × 10–06/ºC. 15

UNIT–III

5. Analyse the beam shown in figure by Kani’s method if support B settles

by 8mm. 15

6. Analyse the frame shown in figure. EI for vertical memebers is twice of

the horizonatal memebers. 15
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UNIT–IV

7. Use cantilever method to analyse the frame : 15

8. If a truss shown in figure has same axial stiffness ‘AE’ for all the members

and loaded as shown in figure, analyse the truss using stiffness or displacement

method. 15
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–5/D–21 45149

DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES–I

Paper–CE–303N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Any Data if missing can

be suitably assumed. Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What are the principle components of Cement? How they control the

rate of development of strength and heat of Hydration? 8

(b) How will you ascertain the suitability of aggregates in reinforced cement

concrete as per Indian Standards? 7

2. (a) Discuss the merits and demerits of various design methods. 5

(b) What is the difference between deterministic design and probabilistic

design method? 5

(c) What are the reasons behind considering factored load a limit state

rather than characteristic load? 5

UNIT–II

3. Determine the intensity of uniformly distributed load a beam with section

250 × 400mm can carry over a span of 4m if it has been cast with M20

grade concrete and Fe500 grade of steel 3-20 diameter bar (compressive)

and 3-22 diameter bar (Tensile). Use working stress method. 15

4. Design a beam 250 × 450mm to carry a factored moment 200kNm using

M25 grade concerete and Fe550grade steel using limit state method. 15

UNIT–III

5. If the beam in Q.4 is subjected to factored shear force 50kN and torsional

moment 25kNm, design the beam. 15



6. Determine the short term deflection at mid span of a beam with section

250 × 400mm if it carries uniformly distributed load carry 15kN/m in

service state condition over a span of 4m and has been cast with M20

grade concrete and Fe500 grade of steel 3-20 diameter bar (compressive)

and 3-22 diameter bar (Tensile). 15

UNIT–IV

7. Discuss the reinforcement detailing with a good sketch in a column for a

three storeyed building both at mid height and at junction. 15

8. Design and interior panel of a two slab 4 × 5m for a class room using

M 20 grade of concrete and Fe415 grade of steel. 15
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–5/D–21 45150

HYDROLOGY

Paper–CE–305N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume the missing data.

Draw sketch wherever needed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss the term Hydrology, its scope and applications to the Engineering

problems with ref. to India. 7

(b) Explain stream Geometry and Hypsometric curves with suitable example.

8

2. What do you understand by Precipitation? Discuss forms and types of

precipitation along with characteristics in India. Explain measurement of

precipitation. 15

UNIT–II

3. (a) The rainfalls on five successive days on a catchment were 2, 6, 9, 5

and 3 cm. If th phi index of the storm is 0.6 cm/h, find the surface

runoff. 7

(b) Discuss transpiration, evapotranspiration and its measurement. Also

discuss about Penman’s equation. 8

4. What is Infiltration? Explain process, initial loss, capacity and measurement

of infiltration. 15

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain the Hydrograph, components and factors affecting shape of

Hydrograph. 7

(b) Explain run off, factors affecting run off, estimation of run off and

rainfall-runoff relationships. 8



6. (a) What is an IUH ? Explain its characteristics along with diagram. 8

(b) Explain design flood and design storm. Discuss them with ref. to a

new water resource project. 7

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain the Darcy’s law in detail. Also discuss about permeability and

its determination. 7

(b) What are the Dupuit’s assumptions? How are they useful in analyzing

ground water flow. 8

8. (a) Define pH and how do you determine the pH value of sample of water

in the laboratory. 7

(b) If water sample has TDS of 1150 mg/l and EC 1900 units, calculate

the specific resistance in ohms of another water sample which has

TDS 6500 mg/l. 8
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 1

BT–5/D–21 45151

GEOTECHNOLOGY–I

Paper–CE–307N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Explain Standard Penetration test. Explain the correction applied.

2. Explain well point system for dewatering with Neat sketch.

UNIT–II

3. What are the various assumption made Tergazi’s Derive the equation for

bearing capacity for shallow foundation.

4. Explain the type of shallow foundation with their merits and demerits.

UNIT–III

5. Explain pile load test in detail with diagram.

6. A square concrete pile (35 cm* 35 cm) is driven into homogenous sand

layer 3( 30 degree, 17kN / m )φ = ϒ =  for a depth of 10 m. Calculate the

ultimate load. Use Meyerhof’s method. Take K = 1.3 and 18δ =  degree,

Nq = 55.

UNIT–IV

7. Explain type of caisson with diagram.

8. What are the factor affecting the stability of well foundation.



Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 3

45152/K/235 P. T. O.

BT-5/D-21

PROJECT PLANNING & MANAGEMENT

45152

Paper-CE-309N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume any data if

necessary.

1. Classify types of construction projects on basis of scale of project.

What are the different types of resources that are used in construction

industry? 15

2 Which are different types of contracts that are used in construction

industry? List advantages and disadvantages of using each type of

contract. 15

3 What are the different phases of planning involved in a construction

project? Briefly discuss about the objectives of planning for a

construction project. 15

4 Why is structuring required for a construction company? Discuss

different structures of a construction company. Differentiate between

centralized and decentralized forms of a construction company. 15

5.

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III

Draw the network and calculate the: 15

(a) Expected time of completion of project

(b) Earliest expected time for each event

(c) Latest allowable occurrence time for each event

(d) Slack



Activity Predecessor Successor t t t

A – B, C, D 2 4 7

B A E 3 5 8

C A H 6 9 10

D A F 3 4 5

E B G 2 4 7

F D I 3 5 6

G E H, I 2 3 5

H C, G – 3 4 6

I F, G – 4 6 8

6. Draw the network and calculate the: 15

(a) Earliest Start Time

(b) Earliest Finish Time

(c) Latest Start Time

(d) Latest Finish Time

(e) Total float for all activities

(f) Time for completion of project.

Activity Predecessor Successor Duration

A – B, C, D 3

B A E 4

C A H 5

D A F 3

E B G 4

F D I 4

G E H, I 5

H C, G – 6

I F, G – 7

O L P

Activity Activity

Activity Activity
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UNIT-IV

7. Act. Pre. Suc. Normal Crash Normal Crash

A – B 4 2 5000 6000

B A C 6 3 7000 8000

C B – 6 4 4500 5000

D – E 5 3 4000 5000

E D F 5 3 5000 5700

F E – 7 4 6000 9000

Considering above table, draw the network and calculate most optimum

cost to complete the project if overhead rate is Rs. 1000 per day. 15

8. What are the various types of checklist and inspection reports that have to

be designed to ensure proper monitoring and control of quality assurance

on the job? 15

Act Act Dur. Dur. Cost Cost

45152/K/235 3
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45153/K/236 P. T. O.

BT-5/D-21

CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY

45153

Paper–CE-311N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume any data if

necessary.

1. Explain the following test of cement:

(a) Fineness test

(b) Soundness test

(c) Chemical composition test. 15

2 What are the effects of the shape and texture of aggregates on the strength

and the workability of concrete? Also explain the different moisture states

in which aggregates exist. 15

3. Explain the principles of concrete mix design. What are the various

factors governing the selection of mix proportion according to Indian

standard? 15

4 Define Abram’s law, also explain the factors affecting workability of

concrete in detail. 15

5. What is the significance of doing Non-destructive testing on structures?

Explain different methods. 15

6. (a) Discuss the mechanism for the corrosion of rebars. How rebars

can be protected against corrosion in aggressive chloride

environment? 8

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III



(b) Discuss the mechanism for the corrosion of rebars due to sulphate

salts. How rebates can be protected against corrosion in aggressive

sulphate environment? 7

7. Discuss the requirements for producing pumpable concrete and shotcrete.

How can we ensure proper strength and workability in such cases? 15

8. (a) Explain a method with sketches for under water concreting.

(b) What precautions are required for concreting during extreme cold

and hot weather? 15

UNIT-IV
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT–5/D–21 45188

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE LAW & ETHICS

Paper–HM–255A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Write short notes on the following : 5×3=15

(i) BIS. (ii) IRC (iii) IIA

(iv) RERA (v) ECI.

2. (a) What do you meant by professional practice? 8

(b) Describe the role of consultants in detail. 7

UNIT–II

3. What do you mean by ethics? Explain all the types of ethics in detail.

15

4. Write short notes on the following : 5×3=15

(i) Professional Ethics. (ii) Business Ethics.

(iii) Corporate Ethics. (iv) Engineering Ethics.

(v) Personal Ethics.

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain various types of contract and their features. 8

(b) What is the difference between valid and voidable contracts. 7

6. (a) What is the difference between bids and proposals. 7

(b) What are the conditions and specifications of contract according to

bid evaluation. 8



UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is the role of labour in Civil Engineering? 8

(b) What do you understand by NBC Act, 2017 ? 7

8. (a) What do you mean by Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 ? 8

(b) What do you understand by RERA Act, 2017 ? 7
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 3

BT–5/D–21 45189

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS–II

Paper–CE–301A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Any Data if missing can

be suitably assumed. Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain the Muller Breslau’s principle. 5

(b) If a continuous beam with two equal spans ‘L’ has ends fixed, draw

influence line diagram for fixed end moments. 10

2. (a) If a unit load moves across a simply supported girder, draw influence

lines for reactions. 5

(b) Determine the maximum shear force and bending moment at a section

3 m from left hand over a simply supported girder 10 m span when

a uniformly distributed load 20 kN/m 4 m long crosses it from left to

right. 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) If a point load moves across a simply supported girder of span ‘L’

from left to right, define absolute maximum shear force and absolute

maximum bending moment. 5

(b) If two point loads 150 kN and 250 kN with 4 m spacing between them

rolls across a girder of span 20 m, determine equivalent UDLs. 10

4. If a symmetrical parabolic fixed arch has span 20 m and rise 3 m with

profile I = I
c
 secθ , where I

c 
The moment of inertia at crown and θ  being

the slope at a section where moment of inertia is I. The arch carries a

uniformly distributed load 25 kN/mover left half. Determine the maximum

bending moment in the arch neglecting the effects of rib shortening. 15



UNIT–III

5. (i) Explain the term rotation factor used in Kani’s method and derive an

expression for it. 5

(ii) Draw bending moment diagram for the beam shown in figure if EI is

same throughout. 10

6. Analyze the frame shown in figure. EI for vertical members is twice of the

horizontal members. 15

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is the most approximate method for rigid frames that deflect

mainly by racking? To what kind of structures this method is best

suited? 7

(b) Explain the differences between the portal and cantilever methods and

discuss the limitations of the approximate solutions. 8
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8. Use portal frame method to analyze the frame. 15
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–5/D–21 45190

DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURE–I

Paper–CE–303A

Time Allowed : 4 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume suitable data and

specify the same. Relevant IS codes are allowed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is R.C.C. ? List the advantages of R.C.C. over other construction

materials.

(b) What is nominal mix and design mix concrete? Explain various steps

of mix design.

2. (a) Define characteristics strength. Discuss its values with respect to concrete

and steel.

(b) Why safety factors in Limit state methods are called partial safety

factors? Write down its values in respects of strengths and loads.

UNIT–II

3. A Rectangular reinforced concrete beam is simply supported on two masonry

walls 220 mm thick and 6 m apart (center to center). The beam is carrying

an imposed load of 15kN/m. Design the beam with all necessary checks.

Use M25 concrete and Fe 415 steel.

4. A T-beam floor system has 120 mm thick slab supported on beams. The

width of beam is 300 mm and effective depth is 580 mm. The beam is

reinforced with 8 bars of 20 mm diameter. Use M20 grade of concrete and

Fe415 steel. The beams are spaced 3 m center to center. The effective span

of beam is 3.6 m.



UNIT–III

5. Design a R.C.C.> column to carry an axial load of 1600 kN. It is 4 m long,

effectively held in position and restrained against rotation at both ends.

Use M20 concrete and Fe 415 steel.

6. A simply supported beam 300 mm × 600 mm (effective) is reinforced with

6 bars of 20 mm diameter. It carries a uniformly distributed load of 80 kN/m

(Including its own weight) over an effective span of 6 m. Out of the 6 main

bars, two bars can be bent up safely near the supports. Design the shear

reinforcement for the beam. Use M20 grade of concrete and Fe 415 steel.

UNIT–IV

7. Design a R.C. slab for interior room having 7 m × 5 m. The width of supporting

beams is 230 mm. The slab carries superimposed load of 4 kN/m2 (including

floor finish). Use M25 concrete and Fe415 steel. 15

8. Design a counterfort retaining wall to retain 4 m earth above ground level.

The top of the Earth is to be level. The density of earth is 15 kN/m2.

The angle of Internal friction of Soil is 30 degree. The safe bearing

capacity of Soil is 200 kN/m2 and the coefficient of friction between Soil

and wall is 0.6. 15

45190/K/266 2
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT-5/D-21 45191

HYDROLOGY

Paper–CE-305A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume any missing data.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Describe Hydrological cycle. Explain briefly different parts of it.     7½

(b) The rainfall recorded for (07 rain gage stations are 132, 144, 120, 110,

167, 104, 148 cm. For 5% error, calculate mean rainfall & additional

rain gauges stations required. 7½

2. (a) Describe with a neat sketch construction and use of any recording type

of a rain gauge. 7½

(b) Explain Isohytel method employed to determine mean precipitation

over a given area. 7½

UNIT–II

3. (a) Write down Penman’s equation of calculating potential evapo

transpiration. 7½

(b) Discuss the importance of evaporation control of reservoir’s and possible

methods of its control. 7½

4. (a) Distinguish between Infiltration capacity and infiltration rate using

Horton’s eq. Describe role of vegetation on it. 7½

UNIT–III

5. (a) What do you mean by Run Off ? Discuss factors affecting the

runoff. 7½

(b) Discuss the Ultrasonic technique for the stream flow measurement.   7½



6. (a) Define Flood. Explain Gumbel’s extreme value distribution method

used in Flood frequency analysis. 7½

(b) Define a Unit Hydrograph. Discuss its usage and limitations. 7½

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Define the terms : Porosity, specific yield and specific retention used

in Ground Water Engineering. 7½

(b) Explain Darcy’s law. Discuss its components with reference to

permeability. 7½

8. (a) A tube well of 320 mm diameter penetrates fully in a confined

aquifer. Calculate the yield under a drawdown of 4.3 meter, when

length of strainer is 27 m, coefficient of permeability is 61 m/day

and radius of circle is 255 m. 7½

(b) Discuss Possible sources of Pollution of ground water and their remedial

measures. 7½

45191/K/267 2
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45192/K/366 P. T. O.

BT-5/D-21

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

45192

Paper–CE-307A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (a) What is the purpose of soil exploration? How is depth and lateral

extent of exploration decided for various types of structure? 9

(b) Describe SPT and the various corrections used for finding correct

'N' value? 6

2. Explain the following methods adopted for drainage and dewatering of

foundation trenches: 15

(a) Well point system

(b) Electro-osmosis Method

(c) Deep well drainage

3. Discuss briefly the assumptions and derivation for determining the

ultimate bearing capacity using Terzaghi’s Analysis? Also discuss the

effect of shape of foundation? 15

4. (a) Discuss the various types of load considered in design of

foundation? 9

(b) What are the different types of shallow foundation? Explain with

the help of sketches? 6

5. (a) Discuss Static Analysis method of determining bearing capacity of

pile in clay? 9

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III



(b) A concrete pile, 30cm diameter is driven into a medium dense sand

( =35°, =21 KN/m² , K=1.0, tans=0.70) for a depth of 8m.

Estimate safe load. Take F.O.S=2.50. 6

6. Discuss briefly the following: 15

(a) Settlement analysis of pile group

(b) Classification of piles

7. Draw a sketch of well foundation showing and labeling various

components. How is depth of foundation decided? 15

8. What are tilts and shifts as related to well foundation? What are the

various causes of tilts and shifts? 15

Æ l

UNIT-IV

45192/K/366 2
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45193/K/268

BT-5/D-21

CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY

45193

Paper–CE-309A

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. What do the terms stiffening, setting and hardening mean with respect to

cement paste? Explain them. 15

2. (a) List out various types of cements available in the market and

explain any two of them. 7

(b) Explain how grading of aggregate influences the properties of

concrete. 8

3. What are the factors that affect the workability of concrete? Also explain

the stress and strain characteristics of concrete. 15

4. Discuss the processes of Batching, Mixing, Transportation and

compaction of concrete. 15

5. Describe Rebound Hammer & Pullout test for non-destructive testing of

concrete. 15

6. Explain the deterioration of concrete in detail. 15

7. Explain in detail:

(a) Ferrocement 8

(b) Fiber reinforced concrete 7

8. What are the types of prestressing and also explain pre tensioned & post

tensioned concrete elements. 15

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III

UNIT-IV



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 3

BT-7/D-21 47044
DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES–II

Paper : CE-401N/CE-401-A/CE-401-E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : 1. All questions carry equal marks.

2. Attempt any five questions by selecting at least one

question from each section.

3. If necessary assume suitable data and specify the

same.

4. Figures to the right indicate full marks.

5. Relevant IS codes are allowed.

UNIT–I

1. Derive the expression for shear force, bending moment and

twisting moment for the curved beam (in plan) which is

simply supported at the ends and continuous over equally

spaced two intermediate supports.

2. A post tensioned prestressed concrete beam having simply

supported span of 18 m and cross section details as top

flange 450 × 150 mm, web 125 × 500 mm, and bottom

flange 300 × 350 mm. The beam is prestressed with 3 Nos

of 12/5 Freyssinet parabolic cables with their C.G at

100 mm from extreme bottom fiber at mid-span and having

47044/00/KD/341 [P.T.O.



zero eccentricity at the ends. The cables are stressed one at

a time from one end to 1250 MPa. Calculate total loss of

prestress and jacking force at the age of 100 days, if the

coeff. of friction = 0.3, Coeff. Of curvature and wave

effect = 0.0026/m length of cable, slip of anchorage at

jacking = 1.5 mm, E
s
 = 2 × l05 MPa, creep and relaxation

of steel = 1.1% of Initial prertress. Assume M60 Concrete.

UNIT–II

3. Design a combined footing for two columns C
1
 (400 mm ×

400 mm with 4-25  bars) and C
2
 (500 mm × 500 mm with

4-28  bars) supporting axial loads 900 kN and 1600 kN

respectively. The column C
1
 is an exterior column whose

exterior face is flush with the property line. The center to

center distance between C
1
 and C

2
 is 4.5 m. the allowable

soil pressure at the base of the footing 1.5 m below the

ground level is 240 kN/m2. Assume Fe500 steel and M30

grade of concrete for columns whereas M20 grade of

concrete for footing.

4. A flat slab floor system consisting of six panels in each

direction supports dead load and live load of 7.5 kN/m2 and

6.25 kN/m2 respectively. The supporting columns are

550 mm diameter with story height of 3.0 m. Design an

interior panel of size 5.7 m × 6.5 m when no column head

or drop is provided. Use M25 concrete and Fe 500 steel.

47044/00/KD/341 2
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UNIT–III

5. (a) Design a circular water tank wall having capacity of

2,00,000 litres of water using IS code method. Assume

concrete of grade M25 and steel of Fe 500.

(b) Describe the analysis and design of supporting structure

of overhead water tank in details.

6. Discuss the analysis procedure for all the structural parts of

bunker with sloping bottom.

UNIT–IV

7. Design a square slab having fixed edges to support live

load of 3kN/m2. Assume concrete of grade M20 and steel

of Fe 500.

8. State the assumptions used in lateral load analysis methods

(portal and cantilever method) and also describe the

difference between them.



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-7/D-21 47045
IRRIGATION ENGG.-II

Paper–CE-403E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecing at least one question
from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. Design a Sarda type fall for following data :

Full supply discharge u/s and d/s = 35 cumecs, full supply
level upstream = 200 m, full supply level downstream
= 198.50m, full supply depth u/s and d/s = 1.7 m, bed width
u/s and d/s = 25 m, u/s bed level = 198.3, d/s bed level
= 196.8 m, drop = 1.5 m, drop = 1.5 m, safe exit gradient
= 1/5. 20

2. (a) How to calculate water way in cross and head
regulators ? Explain it. 10

(b) Discuss in detail with neat diagram any one of the
device used for controlling silt entry into off taking
canal. 10

UNIT–II

3. Design a siphon aqueduct for the following data :

Discharge of canal = 56 cumecs, Bed width of canal = 32
cumecs, Full supply depth of canal = 2 m, Bed level of canal
= 267 m, Side slopes of canal = 1.5 H : I V, High flood

�����������	 
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discharge of drain = 425 cumecs, High flood level of
drainage = 268.2 m, Bed level of low water cross-section of
drainage = 265.50 m, Ground level = 267.20 m, silt factor
= 0.9. 20

4. (a) Differentiate between Bligh's creep and lane theories
for design of weirs with suitable diagrams. 10

(b) Why silt excluders are provided in a canal ? Explain
their working with a neat sketch. 10

UNIT–III

5. (a) What do you mean by a gravity dam ? Differentiate
between low and high gravity dam with neat sketches.

10

(b) Design a 50 m high constant angle arch dam for a valley
30 m wide at the base and 150 m at a height of 50 m.
Take Fa = 5 MPa, W = 10 kN/m3. 10

6. (a) Discuss three important methods used in the design of
arch dams. 10

(b) Explain briefly various methods of seepage control
through the dam and foundation. 10

UNIT–IV

7. Design a suitable section for the overflow section of a
concrete gravity dam having a downstream face sloping at a
slope of 0.7 H : I V. The design discharge for the spillway
is 6,000 cumecs. The height of spillway above river bed is
60 m. The effective length of spillway is 50 m. 20



�����������	 �

8. (a) What is spillway gate ? Why these are provided ?

Explain functioning of a Drum gate with neat sketch.

10

(b) Describe with neat sketches various types of bucket
type energy dissipators used in spillways. 10



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/D-21 47046
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING-II

Paper : CE-405E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. Explain difference between Triaxial method and Burmister's

method in detail. (20)

2. (i) Define Rigid Pavement ? Explain various types of joints

in CC pavement? (10)

(ii) Explain critical combination of stresses in rigid

pavements? (10)

UNIT–II

3. Describe the brief introduction to earthwork machinery with

diagrams.

(i) Dragline

(ii) Shovel

(iii) Bulldozers

(iv) Clamshell. (5×4=20)

47046/00/KD/564 [P.T.O.



4. (i) Explain the construction step of DBM and AC. (10)

(ii) Explain the construction step of fibre reinforced

concrete pavements. (10)

UNIT–III

5. Describe Benkleman beam method with the help of neat

and clean diagram? (20)

6. Explain various types of subsurface drainage.  (20)

UNIT–IV

7. (i) Explain driving tunnel in rocks and sequence of

construction. (10)

(ii) What do you mean highway finance. Describe need of

economic evaluation. (10)

8. (i) Describe the shield method of Tunneling in soft

ground? (10)

(ii) Discuss various tunnel cross-sections with sketches?

(10)

47046/00/KD/564 2
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BT-7/D-21 47047
SEWERAGE AND SEWAGE TREATMENT

Paper : CE-407E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all selecting at least one question

from each unit. All the questions are of equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (i) Explain the type of Sewage and Sewerage systems and

explain the most preferred sewerage system among

the all systems. (10)

(ii) How is sewage flow is estimated for designing a

sewerage system? Explain. (10)

2. (i) A 130 mm diameter circular sanitary sewer is laid at

a slope of 1 in 500. Calculate the following :

(a) Velocity of flow and discharge when flowing

full.

(b) Velocity of flow and discharge when flowing

0.5 full. (10)

(ii) Explain the following :

(a) Difference between egg shaped and circular

sewer.

(b) Self cleaning velocity of sewer. (10)

47047/00/KD/576 [P.T.O.



UNIT–II

3. What are the objectives of Sewage treatment? Draw a

schematic flow diagram of Conventional Sewage treatment

plant. (20)

4. (i) Define the term COD. Calculate COD of Sewage using

following data :

(a) Volume of sample = 50 ml.

(b) Volume of 0.25 N Ferrous ammonium sulphate

for titrating blank = 24 ml.

(c) Volume of 0.25 N Ferrous ammonium sulphate

for titrating blank = 12 ml. (10)

(ii) Give permissible limit of following parameter.

(a) Copper.

(b) Chlorine.

(c) BOD and COD.

(d) pH.

(e) Zinc. (10)

UNIT–III

5. What are objective of sewage treatment? Draw a schematic

flow diagram of a conventional sewage treatment plant. (20)

6. (i) What is grit chamber ? Explain its working with the

help of a neat labelled diagram. (10)

(ii) Determine the size of Stabilization pond using data :

(a) Population to be served = 25,000.

(b) Per Capita sewage flow =110 lpcd.

(c) BOD of Raw sewage = 150 mg/L. (10)

47047/00/KD/576 2
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UNIT–IV

7. (i) Explain method of sewage disposal by irrigation in

detail. (10)

(ii) Design a Sanitary Sewer using following data :

(a) Population served = 20,000.

(b) Per Capita Sewage flow = 135 lpcd.

(c) Depth of flow = 0.8.

(d) Average slope of the ground = 1 in 500. Assume

v/V = 1.14 and q/Q = 0.988 at d/D = 0.8.

(10)

8. How raw sewage disposal affect bacterial concentration and

BOD of river water? Explain. (20)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-7/D-21 47048
HYDRO ELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENT

Paper–CE-413 N/CE-413 E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Differentiate between firm power and secondary power.

Also explain how the load forecasting is done?

(b) Explain the necessity and importance of harnessing

small hydro power.

2. (a)  A runoff river plant on a stream has inflow 30 cumecs

and net head 36 m with provision for pondage to meet

daily peak demand with a load factor of 67%.

(i) Determine power generation capacity of plant at

87% efficiency.

(ii) The plant runs a peaking station for 2.5 hours and

balance period in the day for average load. What

amount of pondage is needed?

(b) Explain the difference between base load and peak load

plants? For what type of conditions hydro electric power

is very much suitable?

����������		
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UNIT–II

3. (a) What is intake? Mention different types of intake giving

examples where these are used in hydro projects.

(b) Discuss Briefly different types of hydraulic valves used

in penstocks with sketches.

4. (a) What do you understand by term water hammer?

Explain rigid water column theory used in it.

(b) How do you classify penstocks? Derive expression for

economical diameter of penstock.

UNIT–III

5. (a) Determine no. of turbines and diameter of runner for a

power plant having 25 cumec inflow, 15 m head, turbine

efficiency 90% and speed 45 rpm. Assume specific

speed as 255 rpm and speed ratio as 0.7?

(b) What are the main features of Kaplan Turbine? Explain

with neat and clean sketch.

6. (a) Explain types of draft tubes with sketches. Derive a

relation for efficiency of draft tube used in turbines.

(b) What is cavitation? How cavitation is important for

setting of turbine relative to tail water?
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UNIT–IV

7. What do you understand by superstructure in power house?

Explain variations in design of power house superstructure

in hydro project?

8. Explain with sketches of various methods of tidal power

generation. Mention limitations of each method?



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/D-21 47052
CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY (E-II)

Paper–CE-423E/CE 423N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What are the various advantages and disadvantages of

concrete? (8)

(b) Explain the concept of quality control of concrete.

(7)

2. List the various types of cement and explain. (15)

UNIT–II

3. Define workability and how you can measure workability.

Explain with diagram. (15)

4. Explain the following in detail : (15)

Batching, Mixing, Transportation, Compaction and curing

of concrete.

��������	�
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UNIT–III

5. Explain the various causes of deteriorations of concrete.

Also state preventive measures against deteriorations of

concrete. (15)

6. List the various types of NDT. Explain any two test in detail

with diagram. (15)

UNIT–IV

7. How will you evaluate the cracks in concrete? List the various

techniques for repair of cracks. (15)

8. Write short note on :

(a) Polymer concrete.

(b) Light weight concrete.

(c) Shortcrete. (15)



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 3

BT-7/D-21 47234
IRRIGATION ENGG.–II

Paper : CE-403-N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five question selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume

any missing data. Use of Khosla's charts, Blench curves

and Montague curves is permitted.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Draw a neat sketch of a straight glacis type of fall

along with its profile and show its components. (7.5)

(b) Why roughening device are used in fall? Discuss their

types along with neat diagrams. (7.5)

2. Design the crest and water way, total length of impervious

floor along with cutoffs for a cross regulator for a channel

for following data:

Discharge of parent channel = 145 cumecs, discharge

of distributory = 15 cumecs, FSL of parent channel

u/s = 210.0 m, FSL of parent channel d/s = 209.8 m,

bed width of parent channel u/s = 52m, bed width of parent

channel d/s = 46m, depth of water in parent channel u/s and

d/s = 2.5m, FSL of distributory = 209.1 m, silt factor = 0.9,

exit gradient = 1/5.5. (15)

47234/00/KD/382 [P.T.O.



UNIT–II

3. (a) Discuss Bligh's creep theory along with its limitations?

(7.5)

(b) What do you understand by exit gradient? How you

would compute it? What is its significance in Khosla's

theory? (7.5)

4. (a) Design an expanding transitions for a channel for the

following data: length of flume = 15m, width of throat

= 10m, width of channel = 20m by using Mitra's

method. (7.5)

(b) Describe various types of cross drainage works on a

canal. In what condition which type is most suitable?

(7.5)

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are different modes of failure of a gravity dam?

Discuss in brief. (7.5)

(b) Find the hydrodynamic pressure and moment due to

earthquake on a dam with vertical u/s face and depth

of water equal to 130 m when intensity of earthquake

is 0.29g. (7.5)

6. (a) What is an arch dam? Explain thin cylinder theory

used in arch dam. Derive an expression for the most

economical angle in an arch dam. (7.5)

(b) Describe various methods of providing drainage in the

earthen dams. (7.5)

47234/00/KD/382 2
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UNIT–IV

7. (a) Enumerate different types of spillways and draw neat

sketches for any three types showing different parts of

each one. (7.5)

(b) Explain different types of spillway gates. Describe

working of a Tainter gate with a neat diagram. (7.5)

8. (a) What do you mean by stilling basin? Describe any one

of the USBR stilling basin with a neat diagram.      (7.5)

(b) Discuss briefly various types of energy dissipators those

are used for below overflow spillways, under different

positions of TWC and JHC. (7.5)



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/D-21 47235
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING-II

Paper : CE-405N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. Explain CBR method including IRC guidelines with diagram

and graphical representation?

2. Define Joints, its requirements and its types? Also explain

the function of dowel and tie bars with diagram?

UNIT–II

3. Explain the following with diagrams :

(a) Hoe.

(b) Clamshell.

(c) Soil stabilized roads.

(d) Slip form pavers.

(e) Construction Steps of WMM pavement.

4. Explain Prime Coat, Seal coat and Tack coat? Also explain

construction steps of AC?

47235/00/KD/401 [P.T.O.



UNIT–III

5. Explain the importance and objectives of highway

maintenance works? Also explain maintenance of WBM

roads?

6. Explain the types of grade intersection and also explain

types of sub surface drainage?

UNIT–IV

7. Explain Benefit cost ratio method with the help of suitable

example? Also explain the need of economic evaluation?

8. Explain the following methods :

(a) Full Face method.

(b) Heading and Bench method.

(c) Needle beam method.

47235/00/KD/401 2
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BT-7/D-21 47239
ESTIMATION AND ACCOUNTS

Paper–CE-439 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks (i.e. 15).

UNIT–I

1. What are the factors to be considered for the preparation of

a detailed estimate?

2. Explain the procedure for long wall and short wall method

with suitable example.

UNIT–II

3. What are the necessity and types of specification? Write

down the specification for bricks, cement and reinforcement.

4. Define general specification, Define specification for

earthwork, concrete, RCC, brickwork and cement plastering.

UNIT–III

5. What is rate analysis also write down the purpose and

requirement of rate analysis ?
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6. Explain the terms plastering, painting, brickwork and

finishing. Also explain unit of measurement of all the terms.

UNIT–IV

7. What do you understand by tender also write down the

procedure for accepting a tender.

8. What do you understand by P.W. Department? List out its

function. Explain various types of contract with their

advantages and disadvantages.



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/D-21 47263
ENERGY SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Paper : ES-212-A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions. Selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume

if any missing data.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss how, the use of Energy has changed in society

with time? (7)

(b) Define Energy, Sustainability and Environment? Discuss

the relationship between them? (8)

2. (a) Mention any five environmental issues? (7)

(b) Explain the types of Energy system present in

environment? (8)

UNIT–II

3. (a) What are the fossils fuels? Classify. (6)

(b) Name the alternatives of fossil fuel? Discuss their origin

also. (9)

4. (a) State the advantages of Wave and Tidal as a source of

energy ? (8)

(b) Describe the possibilities of storage of Energy? (7)

47263/00/KD/381 [P.T.O.



UNIT–III

5. (a) Write the importance of Energy Efficiency and

conservation? (8)

(b) What do you mean by clean Energy? Give examples?

(7)

6. (a) Mention the methods to reduce Carbon footprint?     (7)

(b) Write a short note on "Economics of Energy"? (8)

UNIT–IV

7. Describe the following :

(a) Coal mining technologies.

(b) Oil exploration.

(c) Underground Pipelines. (5,5,5)

8. Explain the installation of :

(a) Tidal Power station.

(b) Hydro power station above ground. (2×7½=15)

47263/00/KD/381 2
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BT-7/D-21 47264
WATER RESOURCE ENGINEERING

Paper : CE-405A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions selecting one question from each

unit.

UNIT–I

1. Explain about Integrated Water Resource Management. What

are the planning and management aspects taken into

consideration? (15)

2. Explain the steps for planning a Reservoir. What are the

Geological explorations required to be carried out for

Reservoirs? How to reduce loss of water from reservoir?

(15)

UNIT–II

3. Explain the different techniques used for calculating

discounting factor. How does it effect the cash flow? Explain

file concept of equilibrium. (15)

4. Explain Benefit Cost analysis. Differentiate between

Separable and Non-separable cost. How profitability analysis

can be done for a project? (15)

47264/00/KD/400 [P.T.O.



UNIT–III

5. Explain the concept of River basin simulation. Explain

Narmada System Simulation Model. (15)

6. Explain how Linear Programming can help in Reservoir

operation and Reservoir sizing. (15)

UNIT–IV

7. What are the components of a river water quality model?

Explain the different water quality parameters. (15)

8. Explain the simulation of Ground water systems. What are

the approaches used for developing optimization models for

hydraulic management for ground water? ? (15)

47264/00/KD/400 2
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BT-7/D-21 47265
METRO SYSTEM AND ENGINEERING

Paper : OE-407A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. What are the factors that need to be considered for planning

metro in a city? Explain the criterion for studying the

feasibility of metro routes. (15)

2. What are the positive and negative environmental impact of

constructing metro project in a city? How is pricing of urban

metro done? (15)

UNIT–II

3. Explain the factors that affect selection of construction

methods in a metro project i.e. elevated and underground.

Explain with the help of neat sketches construction of tunnel

using T.B.M. (Tunnel Boring Machine). (15)

4. What are the different safety guidelines that need to be

followed during metro construction? How is traffic integration

done? (15)

47265/00/KD/599 [P.T.O.



UNIT–III

5. Explain the process of installing signal systems during metro

construction. How is this system tested during trial run?

(15)

6. Explain different methods that are adopted for fare collection

in metro system. What is the purpose of installation of

platform screen doors? (15)

UNIT–IV

7. Briefly explain about ventilation in tunnels. How is air

conditioning provided for stations? (15)

8. Which are the different types of rolling stock used? How is

vehicle dynamics of rolling stock tested using simulation?

(15)
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BT-7/D-21 47268
ENVIRONMENT IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Paper–EL-419A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt any five questions. Selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What do you understand by water quality controls ?

(10)

(b) Explain the term regional planning. (5)

2. Narrate the impact of human activity on aquatic resources.

(15)

UNIT–II

3. How the human activity affects the air quality. (15)

4. (a) What are the disposal alternatives ? (5)

(b) Explain the steps involved in planning of waste

disposal. (10)

UNIT–III

5. Discuss the various waste disposal methods. (15)
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6. (a) Write the impact of land use on human life. (5)

(b) What do you understand by management of land use.

(10)

UNIT–IV

7. Explain the following :

(a) National Environment Policy.

(b) Environment Assessment.

(c) Environmental Standards. (15)

8. (a) Explain the importance and requirement of environment

standards. (10)

(b) Write the techniques of setting environment standards.

(5)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-7/D-21 47272
RAILWAY ENGINEERING

Course No. : EL 427A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt only five questions, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain the necessity of sleepers in railway track. What

are the desirable qualities or requirements of good

sleepers? 8

(b) Discuss the necessity and effects of coning of wheels

and tilting of rails. 7

2. (a) What are the possible causes of creep? What are the

effects of creep? 7

(b) Write short notes on any two :

(i) Composition of rail steel.

(ii) Length of rails.

(iii) Different types of rail sections. 8

UNIT–II

3. Explain the functions of fish-plates and fish bolts. What are

the essential requirements of fish plates? 15
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4. (a) Find out the expression for sleeper density for a B.G.

track if 19 sleepers are used under a rail length. 7

(b) Describe briefly the suitability of Various materials

which are commonly used as ballast in a railway track.

8

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the functions of points and crossings in

railway track layout? 8

(b) Draw a neat diagram of simple right-hand or left-hand

turnout and show its various component parts. 7

6. (a) Describe different types and shapes of switches. 8

(b) Calculate the elements of a turnout, when it is given

G = 1.676 m, N = 12, d = 13.3 cm and angle of switch

i.e., � = 108'0". 7

UNIT–IV

7. (a) A 5° curve diverges from a 3° main curve in reverse

direction in the layout of a B.G. yard. If the speed on

the branch line is restricted to 35 kmph, determine the

restricted speed on the main line. 9

(b) Explain the necessity of grade compensation at curves.

6
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8. (a) What are the functions of a railway station? Discuss

the various requirements of a railway station. 9

(b) Explain and discuss the following by means of sketches:

(i) Terminal stations.

(ii) Sidings. 6
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BT-8/D-21: 48042 

CE-402E: Bridge Engineering 

 
Time: 3 Hours]                       [Max. Marks: 100 

 
Note: Attempt any five questions in all, selecting at least one from each unit. 

                                                                

UNIT-1 

1. (a)  What do you understand by economical span?  Derive the expression for the same.(7) 

     (b) Give the various classifications of bridges. (6)  

     (c) List the various factors to be considered for the selection of bridge site. (7) 

 

2.  (a)  Discuss the concept of effective width. Also discuss its effect in dispersion of load? (10) 

(b) List the various loads and stresses considered for the design of bridge? (10) 

 

UNIT-2 

3.  (a) List the various type of R.C.C bridges. Explain in detail? (10) 

(b) Explain the various type of IRC loadings in the design of highway bridge with the help of 

sketches? (10) 

4. Design the longitudinal girder of a T beam slab bridge for the following data:  (20) 

I. Effective span = 17m 

II. Width of carriage way  = 7.5m 

III. Thickness of wearing coat = 80mm 

IV. Width of kerb = 600mm on either side 

Live load: IRC class AA tracked vehicle. 

Use M 25 concrete and Fe 415 steel. Assume 3 longitudinal girder and 7 class girder. Use 

courbon’s method. 

 

UNIT-3 

5.  (a) List the various types of steel bridge, and explain two in details. (10) 

      (b) List the various type of steel bridges. Explain any two in detail. (10) 

 

6.   Design a steel trussed bridge to suit the following data: (20) 

Effective span = 30m 

Road ways = 7.5m (two lane) 

Kerb =600mm 

Loading = IRC class AA tracked vehicles 

Material = M-25 grade concrete and Fe-415 HYSD bar for desk slab, Rolled steel section 

with an yield stress 236 N/mm2. 

 

 



                                                                      UNIT-4 

7.   (a) Explain the necessary investigation and design criteria for well foundation. (10) 

      (b) Write down the function of joints and bearings in bridges. (10) 

 

8.    Explain in detail the followings and Draw the neat sketch for all?          (4x5=20) 

I. Bearings 

II. Approaches  

III. Abutments  

IV. Piers 

V. Wing wall  

 



48043/K/628

Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–8/D–21 48043

RAILWAY AND AIRPORT ENGINEERING

Paper–CE–404E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss the role of Indian Railways in the Social and economic

development of the Country. 10

(b) What is the standard gauge in Indian Railways? State the disadvantages

of having a multiple gauge system. 10

2. (a) What are the functions of the ballast in a Railway track? Mention the

properties required of good ballast for a railway track. 10

(b) Using a Sleeper density of N + 5, determine the number of sleepers

required for the construction of an 1800-m BG track. 10

UNIT–II

3. Draw a neat diagram of simple right-hand or left-hand turnout and show

its various component parts. Explain the working principle of the turnout.

20

4. (a) Briefly describe the absolute block system of controlling. the movement

of trains for Single and double lines. 10

(b) Briefly describe the locations and purposes of the following signals :

(i) Warner (ii) Outer (iii) Home 10

(iv) Starter (v) Advance Starter.

UNIT–III

5. (a) What is meant by grade compensation for curvature? To what extent

should a ruling gradient of 1 in 150 on a broad gauge line be downgraded

to accommodate a 3º curve? 10



(b) Write short notes on the following :

(i) Gradient in station yard. (ii) Objectives for gradients.

(iii) Momentum gradient.

6. What are the functions of a Railway Station? Explain briefly the various

requirements of a Railway Station at an important city. 20

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Enumerate the various factors which you would keep in view while

selecting a suitable site for an Airport. 10

(b) Discuss in brief the various factors to be considered in the design of

airfield pavements. 10

8. What is a wind rose diagram? What is its utility? What are its types?

Explain each type. 20
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 1

BT–8/D–21 48044

INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Paper–CE–406E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What do you understand by sewerage system? 10

(b) Discuss the effects of Industrial waste on Sewerage system? 10

2. (a) What are the effects of Industrial waste on Water streams? 10

(b) How Industrial waste effects the Water treatment plant? 10

UNIT–II

3. Write a short note on the following : 20

(a) Neutralization (b) Equalization

(c) Proportioning (d) Strength reduction.

4. Explain in detail about the following : 20

(a) conservation of water (b) process change

(c) volume reduction (d) Reuse of waste water.

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain the term population equivalent. 5

(b) Discuss the various Industrial effluent standards for disposal on land

for irrigation. 15

6. Write the Industrial effluent standards for disposal of Industrial waste into

in land surface water source. 20

UNIT–IV

7. Write about the waste generation its treatment in the thermal power plant

with the help of manufacturing flow diagram. 20

8. Write the Manufacturing process and treatment process for textile industry

with the help of neat diagram. 20



48046/K/630

Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–8/D–21 48046

GEOSYNTHETIC ENGINEERING

Paper–CE–414E

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. What do you understand by Geosynthetics? Discuss their types and application

in India. 15

2. (a) Describe various degrading agencies and the resistance offered by

Geosynthetics against them. 10

(b) What are the new materials used in Geosynthetics? Describe their

role. 5

UNIT–II

3. What are the factors that influence testing of Geosynthesitcs? List the

various test methods developed for measuring the size of openings in

Geotextiles? 7,8

4. Differentiate between woven and nonwoven geotextiles? Describe

manufacturing process of woven geotextiles. 10,5

UNIT–III

5. What are Geogrids? Describe their applications to control wind and rain

Water erosion. Explain with Neat sketch how Geogrids are placed in each

case. 15

6. Describe the Geogrid application in bearing capacity improvement. Describe

the basic components of a Geosynthetic-reinforced retaining wall. 15



UNIT–IV

7. List the application of Geosnthetics in Water resources projects. How are

the Geotexitles used in minimizing the piping phenomenon? Discuss with

clear illustrations. 15

6. Citing examples from Dharoi dam, describe various applications of

Geosynthetics in water resource projects. 15
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 2

BT–8/D–21 48222

BRIDGE ENGINEERING

Paper–CE–402N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks. Assume data suitably if

missing and state cleanly. Is-456-2000 and IRC codes are allowed.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss the various factors to the considered for selecting of Bridge

site. 8

(b) Explain a Bridge and various classification of bride on different criteria.

7

2. (a) What are the various loads and stresses considered for the design of

Bridges. 8

(b) Discuss the terms clearance and width of Carriageway with the field

of neat diagram. 7

UNIT–II

3. How will you design the various components of T Beam bridge? Explain

Pigeauds method for design the slab for the concentrated load in detail.

15

4. Design a reinforced Concrete slab culvert for a NoH for the Data :

Carriage way = 7.5 m wide, Clean span = 6m, Wearing coat = 80 mm

width of feeling = 0.4.

Use M
25

 and Fe
415

. Design the RC deck slab for IRC Class AA loading and

sketch the reinforcement detail in Longitudinal and Cross-Section. 15



UNIT–III

5. Name the various types of steel bridges. Explain any two in detail with

neat sketch.

6. (a) Check the stability and design the welded deck type plate girder,

bracing and connections for a B.G track for the following detail :   15

(i) Effective span = 35m

(ii) Dead load of track = 10 KN/m

(iii) Full for B.M calculation track = 3498 KN

(iv) Full for S.F calculation track = 3815 KN

(v) Wind load = 1.5 KN/M2

(vi) Lateral force due to racking force = 6 KN/m.

(b) List the various types of Culvert. Explain any one with diagram.    15

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What are the various types of foundations provided for bridges? Explain

any one type in detail. 8

(b) Explain the function of straining and curb in a well foundation. 7

8. Write short note on the following terms : 15

(a) Joints and Articulations.

(b) Abutments and Piers.

(c) Approaches and wing wall.

48222/K/354 2
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BT-8/ D-21: 48223 
CE-404N:Railway & Airport Engineering 

Time: 3 Hours]                       [Max. Marks: 75 
 

Note: Attempt 5 questions, selecting at least one question from each unit. 
 

 Unit I  

1(a) Why the uniformity of gauges is desirable in any country? Mention the demerits 

of non-uniformity of gauges. 

7 

1(b) Discuss the necessity and effects of coning of wheels and tilting of rails. 8 

2(a) Write short notes on 

a) Composition of rail steel 

b) Causes of creep in rails 

8 

2(b) Using a sleeper density of N + 6, determine the number of sleepers required for 

the construction of a 2800-m MG track. 

7 

 Unit II  

3 (a) Calculate the elements of a turnout, when it is given G = 1.676 m, N = 12. D = 

13.3 cm and angle of switch, i.e. β = 108'0". 

7 

3 (b) What are the functions of points and crossings in railway track layout? 8 

4 Explain the different types of signals used in the station-yards. 15 

 Unit III  

5(a) If a 80 curve track diverges from a main curve of 50 in an opposite direction in 

the layout of a B.G. yard, calculate the superelevation and the speed on the 

branch line, if the maximum speed permitted on the main line is 65 kmph. 

7 

5(b) Explain the necessity of gradients. Discuss all the types of gradients giving their 

permissible values adopted on Indian Railways. 

8 

6 What are the functions of a railway station? Discuss the various requirements of 

a railway station. 

15 

 Unit IV  

7(a) Explain the necessity of airport classification. Give different systems of 

classification of airports. 

7 

7(b) What do you understand by terminal area? What are the facilities provided in 

terminal area? 

8 

8 (a) What do you understand by the term basic runway length? Explain the procedure 
of determining the actual runway length required at a particular site. 

7 

8 (b) Explain the basic difference between airport and highway pavements. Discuss in 
brief the various factors to be considered in the design of airfield pavements. 

8 
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT-8/D-21 48224

INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT

Paper–CE-406N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. Assume appropriate data wherever necessary.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Name common pollutants in Industrial wastewater and explain their

effects on performance of Municipal Sewage treatment plant. 7

(b) Compare Municipal and Industrial wastewater treatment with

reference to (i) type and concentration of contaminants, (ii) Deoxygenation

rate. 8

2. (a) Explain how rate of generation and quality of Industrial wastewater

affect Municipal sewerage system. 7½

(b) Explain effects of Industrial wastewater discharge on streams in details

with reference to (i) Colour, (ii) Microorganisms, (iii) Acids and/or

Alkalis. 7½

UNIT–II

3. (a) What do you understand by the term “Strength Reduction” ?

Enumerate various measures for Strength Reduction. 7½

(b) How Conservation of water in an industry helps in Economical

wastewater management and minimizing effects on receiving stream ?

Explain. 7½

4. (a) What is Neutralization ? Explain Carbon dioxide treatment for alkaline

wastes in detail. 7

(b) Explain the following terms in details (i) Equalization,

(ii) Proportioning. 8



UNIT–III

5. (a) A tannery processes 100 tons hide per year and generates 40 m3 wastewater

per ton of hide processed. If BOD of wastewater is 1400 mg/L, calculate

population equivalent to tannery wastewater. 7½

(b) Give effluent standards for following parameters for discharging

treated effluent in inland surface water : (i) BOD, (ii) Suspended

Solids, (iii) Temperature, (iv) Sulfide, (v) Phenolic compounds. Also

indicate adverse effects due to these contaminants on quality of receiving

water. 7½

6. (a) How charges to be shared by various industries may be determined

for constructing and operating a common effluent treatment plant ?

Explain. 7½

(b) Give effluent standards for following parameters for discharging on

land : (i) pH, (ii) Oil and grease, (iii) Dissolved inorganic solids, (iv)

Arsenic, (v) Boron. Also indicate adverse effects due to these

contaminants or land. 7½

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Give manufacturing flow scheme of a sugar mill and discuss various

treatment alternatives for sugar mill wastewater. 7½

(b) What are sources of wastewater generation in a metal plating industry

and give characteristics of the wastewater. 7½

8. (a) Describe in brief various processes involved in breweries and suggest

measures for minimizing wastewater volume and strength reduction

in the breweries. 7½

(b) What are sources of wastewater generation in a Thermal Power Plant ?

How is Thermal Power Plant wastewater treated ? Explain. 7½
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